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·Abstract .' ~,- I ~ 
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This investigation was de~~~(~~ to ex'amine the 
(~ 
develcip~e~t of -nesting habitat recog~it.ion and preferences 
as·a · functio~ of h~bitat and qocial stimuli-in neortatal . 
• . 1 • '. . 
Herring 'Gull chick$. The initial experiment studi~d the 
', . ~ . 
\ . 
' ., 
daily_development of nest site preference durin~ the first 
• '•: I • ' 
week post-h~t~{l· and th~.r:eafter o/.eekly 'development until 
fl!edging. The test .procedur.e, which was .· ess·e~t:i!ally- the .· ~ 
. . 
same ~or . all :experiments, consisted of relocating chicks 
• ... • • t • 
'•,, 
. ··. .. 
. ·~ 
. · 20 . ~.,tfrom~·e nest .and observing their movements. DM,;ing' . - ... -. 
. . ' . ( th~~e o~ser,;. :tlons, laten~/, . time mo~ing ·,·.· in.lt_ial or.ie~t- .:, ·· { 
., ation, final d stance from the nest, an&- initial artd final 
., 
veget~tio.n characteristics were recorded. • J • ' ,Results indicat~ · 
. . 
that l!.errtng Gull .chicks e~hibi t a_ preferenc~ . for the nest 
area duriJ'lg the fi'rst week post-haic~ a;d this . pre·- · site 
. . 
ference wanes. after the fi.rst. week until .t'ledgin"g. Chicks 
of, all · ages showed a prefe~~c~ for vegetat~on _ similar to 
that of the ·n~st site area. ' Nest site preferenaes , are 
. ' :. 
e6otypica11y contro~led since ' fost~r~rea~ed ~hicks exhibit~~ 
th~ _ same preferen~e ~or . thf ir ~os~er n~st~ as did normal-
re~red chicks for their natural'nests. \ 
Several experiments examined ·the effect of · vegetation 
. . 
, characteristics and social stimuli• '.provided by 'otl}er chicks 
on nest site attachrnent··and ~e.cognition. Ve g e t a tion. type 
. ' 
' 
and the prese nce of siblings we re found .to b e important 
stirn~lus propert~es of the . nest situa tion in nest area 
. . ' 
•. 
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I ' o 
Chick.s exhibited a pre{eren.ce: for· vegetatj..on 
. ( 
similar to that at the nes·t site and for siblings over n.·on·-· · 
r . J 
. ... ~ . 
f , • • 
siblings~ N.~'st ~~te·.-~ecognition appeared d:> be predominantly 
p.. visual resp,<:mse'~ CJ.t least. in ' vi~ually experienced anima is. 
. . " 
· Vegetati.on characteristics; landmarks and the . pres~nce of . 
oth~r ·chicks were fo.und to be .imong the cues· used t 9 
' ' 
I , 
, . re::ogl)ize th~ ne,~ site·. Th~ results ·of ti:ese experiment§ 
., . . I 
~were interpreted ~s ·support,ing. U;he' hygptheses that nesting 
.habitat preferences are evi4ent in ·He:rring Gulls during 
.the prefledging period and that habitat and soci~l stimuli 
are important in the . de~elopmerit -·of nest site preferences 
. ~ . 
an::Jrec;ogni tion .. · These ne~natal habitat pr~ferel1'9es .may be 
. influential in determining later prefer~nces for nesting 
. . ' 
' ~ . . 
• I 
sites . and may be r~sponsible for the oqserved stereotypy 
,.... ... .-'t: -. - . 
in aduft habitat preferences .. ~ ( · · 
· " 
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-~. In troducti'bn to the Problef!\ 
•' . 
; 
Sp~cies preferences .for P,artfqular.' ne$ting hal:htaf:s 
. ~ 
a:re·_ well ~o~um·ented_ (El-ton!. _ 19~0;, _LaSk, 193.3; 1~37~ 1954; 
0 
Moreau, 1935;_ Lack & Vehabl~_s, _-1939; Miller, 1942; ~e-ndei~h, 
' •• ~ .. . . ~ . . --- ' . 
19 4 5.; Thorpe, .19'4S.; Snyder, 194 a'; 0 Co1lias, .19 51-; T-inbe.rg~n, . 
_- . • • . ' . . . ..-J . • ... 
,. • . . , . r 
19.53; ·Hiade, 1959; Em~eQ., 1963; Hilden,· 19~S;~ ·Kl6pf~J: & Hailman,-
1965; Beer, 1966; and_ Klo'pfer,,~_969), a~ is the tendency ·of 
.. . indi viduais" of' many~ avian. ~pecies to ret~rn 
~hab~tat/and frequ~ntly· to .th~ s~e· n·~s,ting 
, ·. 
to similar 
area ~r territory 
... 
for_ br~eding _ ifsucces~ive. years - ~to~dard, 1-9~1;; Boyd . ~. 
Landsborough, -1937~ Em1en, 1938; 194_0; 1963; Gro'ss, 1940; ' 
0 
~~ndeHg~, 1941 ; · Ruiter,· -.19.41 ; _,.Stoner ~· ~t~mer, .1941; Lark,. · _;. 
1943; Nice.,, 1943; Farner, 194.5; -Miller-, 1947; Austin, 19~9; 
·.· . . . ~ 
' . . 
.v;n .. Haartman~ 1949; Richda1e, 'i~?l; .. Kl.Ujve;; 193-1.; · Tinberge.n;. 
', 1953: . 'Bee,r, i9~&: _Le~~sc~e & ·Sl~_ de~, ?"'97~~·~ -- _apa ~on~i_qpio ,. 
· ·" 197 o) ·• · .,Similar ·phen.ome~a -.have · also beeff reported in ·salmon 
. . ( ' . - . (~_as1er, ·i~S6; 196_D) :nd insects ~~u, · 1~;~; Thorpe_, _1944).~ 
· ~orne e~idence .indicates. ~hat \su~h - ·~ar~e-d : ha~t.a't 
preferences . are · firmly establishe~ in··_ young ariimals·. Klop_fer. 
· (1963; 1965) 'tested fdi-iage" pre'ferences in young Chipping. 
. . • . ' . I . . 1 . . . - ,' ' • ' .. . 
. s~~rrows. , · . spiz~lla passer~na p~s'se~inq._. :Be~hs_t~in ·, . and found . 
~hat fhe typical _ SJ?eci.es-prefe~·red ., 'fG..~-~e .. was 'chosen· by.· 
young . . - ~rve~ker- ('1963) repo~ted' :that labor?tory-r~ared' Pi"airh~ 
. . "" ~. . . . 
I - ' • , 
De~r·- M-ice~ Peromyscus manicula:tus baird-i Ho:f:· "~ l<&!nnicott, 
,. \ \. \ ., ~ 
derived fro~ wild field s~ock chose th~ typidal · $~ecie~-
.: 
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I 
has also been demonstrated that laboratqry-reared Prairie 
and Woodland_Deer Mice, Peromyscus maniculatus gracilis Le 
.., . ..: 




habitats most closely r~sembling the natural.habitat of 
their species (Harri~_ ,_ 1952) I even though , they could fully 
_..,..._----
. . 
.· tolerate .6.th.er phabi.-1:ats (Dice, 1922). Fabricius (1951) 
I 
tested several species· of hand-raised dUcklings in an open 




Goethe ~19~7) dembnstrat~d an attach~ent ~o Ehe .nest 
. -,- :..:;,.· 
site in He~rJng 'Guli cnicks.• Chicks were~found to return 
.. ... /.) "' . . 
;;_• ~l_,., ' . ·, 
to tbe1r own nest site after being transported 18-63 meters 
. ' . . . . 
·,from the _nest~ Nose~orthy, Lien &- Stoke·r· _ ( 19'7 3) found that· 
I 
Herring . Gull chicks , under three weeks of -age returned to the' 
r 6 ~ • • , 'l 
nest ,site,_ ~hile pl?er ~hfcks did·, ·not ~et~rn 'to the nest 
I • , • - ~-
tertitory but' reloc·ated i"n· _vegetation similar to their 
• 
collection g6int. _Ring-billed GplL chicks, Larus del~warensis _ 
Ord, also, have bee_n found. ,to prefer a familiar to ~a novel 
• ? . 
rearing area in the · lab?~atory, although thi~ p~eference wa~ . 
' not.· signific"ant ~t 4-5 days post-qatch (Eyans ;· 1970a) : Hess 
I') It .., ' 
~ ~ 
'(1959) exposed domestic ·chicks to a 




a~. different ·times d~ring,the · firs~ several .days · after 
-· hatch~ng and found a preference onl~·on Day 2 , post-hat?h· 
' . • " ' I "' , / ~) : • 
3 ~It also appe~r~ that chicks k~ow the nest t~r~itory - in d e tail·-
·., . _, .I 
.. ~ . . , , - ' . 
. _(Tinbergen 1 Broc!ch.uysen, Feekes, Houghton, Kruuk & Szule·, 
. . . 
1~62) since' chicks of se_ve~al species have i:>een o'bserved, -' 
• . I . 
. \ . 







shelters in neighboring vegebation to the nest site 
'1914; Goe~he, 19371 Kirkman, 1937; Tinbergen, 1953; 
·"' 
.1959; Beer, _1966; Evans, l97Qa). 
' 
Furthermore, Evans (1970a) _· 
') 
' ' experimentally demonstrated.that·this repeated selection 
of the same hiding place depends on a learned preference. 
. ' .... 
Young Ring-billed Gull c?icks learned the discriminations. 
and motor patterns necessary to.move repeate~ly ·to ~ specific 
. ' . . 
. ' 
locatioi:t in u test pen (-Evans, 19=70a) . Attachment to the 
reariiW hab~at ·,. · them, ,is appare.nt during the first few 
weeks of life, al t_hough. the ,prect'se chronological developmen·t 
,. . -
has not been established for' any , of' th~ above species. 
0 
How such rearing area preferences~are established 
/-.during ontogeny is also specu'lati ve. several· authors (Thorpe, 




have s~ggested that habitat preferences a~e established 
a> 
through envi,ronmental imprinting 1 a ·rapid 1 Stereotyped 
. "' .. . 
exposure learniAg similar to so~ial imprinting. Da~ 
f 
reported by Drost · (1958) provides support .~or this h:xpothes'"i,s. 
He transfeFred 1000 young.Herring Gulls from a sea coast 
I 
to inland zoological gardens for rearing. It was · foti~d that · 
many o£ these gulls, when adults, returned . to the rearing 
plac~, or to ~imilar ~reas in ~ifferen~ _ loc~lities, . .for :a 
nest~ng • . :rnd~rect e:vJ,.dence c~rnes from Hess' (1959) data 
on preferences for a patterned environment and the demon-
stration-of imprinting·to stationary objects ·(Hess, 1959; 
r -
Gray, 1960~ and Bateson, '1966). Additionally, there is 
. . -






. .. ~ 
4 
" conspicuous static obJects (Ba'teson,, 1964a) and 'that con-
spicuous visual stimuli can act as reinforcers (Bateson & 
" I 
·Reese, 1969; Evans, 1912). Evans (1970a) has also ~hown 
I 
·' 
that the visual characteristics of rearin~ pens are learned 
by Ring-billed Gull chicks; 0 ,• 
·' 
Other authors have attributed habitat preferences to 
an innate mechanism of the species (Lack, 1933; 1954; 
svardson, 1949). Studies in which reciprocal tr~nsfer of~ 
gu~l ~~gs have been made, however, indicate ecotypic qontrpl 
' 
of such beha~iours. Emlen (1963') foun¢1 that' Herring Gull 
\ . 
chicks raised on cliff l.edges OJ: vegetated plateaus .respon(:led 
differentially . in escape behaviour. Cliff-reared chicks 
remained moti·onless on an e'l~vated test. platform while 
, 
· plate~u-reared chicks Exhibited ,escape locomo~ion. Cross-
.• 
fostering of eggs from'thes~ t~o groups showed that chicks 
' 
responded appropriately i~ e~ca?e tests according to the_) 
rearing habitat. Smith ( 1966) , studying esqqp.e .. .b.ehaV"fmi~· 
~.~--:~ 4-.• tf 
.. ' 
0 
of three gull species differentially adapted to cliff n·est-
. ing, also found that chicks' escape responses varied 
according to the rea~ng habitat . . Although foster chicks 
were not te~ted for preferences for the foster rearing areas, 
the fact that they remairred at the foster nests irl'dicates 
- - ~ / . Cl .. 
that such preferences were developed. Finally, Schu~ (1938; 
r j " . 
191:1,0) transferred Short-bille~. Gull~ Larus canus Linnaeus, 
eggs to Black- headed Gull, Larus ridibundus Linnaeus, nests 
' ~ for incubation and found that,when adult,, some of these 







.. . I 
-\ 
. '{ . 
Social stimulation has been suggested to~be an 
• import~nt factor in ~stablishing habi~at preferences 
. . 
(Klopfer & Hailman, 1965). Individ.uals ·may be attracted 
·~ . 
to a particular are~· because of an attracti'on to familiar 
. . 
anim~ls . rather than an i~trinsic preferen6e for the ~rea, 
• p 
' -~0 that each generation ad~pts the preferences of the parent 
• A 
~erieration~ $Pre£er~nces for conspeci~ics. have be~n demon-· 
strafed in several avian species (Howells & Vine, 1940; : 
" 0 \ • 
- . ? 
Kilharn, Klopfer & Oelke, 1968; Gottlieb, 1965}, even in · -; ... ·. 
"~ abse~ce of .prior food_reinforcement during so~ial feeding 
(Evans, 1970a) . As well, social s,timulatiqn has been re-
.. 
ported to enhance the formation of" early spring 'club' 
aggregat~ons (T~nbergen, 1953) a~d the selection of feeding 
areas . in. adb gulls (Frlngs; Fr1ngs, Cox & Pei~sner, 1955) . . 
.! • ' . 
Food and social.pref~rences passed from one generation t'o 
another have also betn documented in mammals, such- as the 
\ 
Black-tailed Prairie Dogs, Cnyomys l~dovicianus ludovicianus 
Ord, (King, 1955), Japanese Macaq:ues_; Macaca fuscata Lacep~de, 
(Miya~i, 1959} and in sotne birds. (Fisher & Hl~de, · 1950}. 
Moreover, evidence indicates that atti:-activeness of the. 
,P 
. colony is an important fa'ctor in habit.at seiection by . 
. . 
Herring Gulls nesting for the first time (Drost, 1958). 
It is likely, therefore, that socia~ stimulation is an 
impo.rtant factor in- establishing habitat , preferences, 
particularly in Herring Gulls, whose co~onial nesting 
. .. 
,. 
habits and average clutch size of ·three result in' ·continuous 









. · dne difficulty with any hypothesis of . the development 
· · of habitat preferences is the ,lack of inf.ormation on the 
·' 
·factors involved in habitat recognition. " It is possibte, 
for initance, that habitats that appear very d~fferent to· 
~~he 6bs~~ver may in fa6t contain ~he cue~ relevant to the 
• ,! 
. , · 
J 
organism, ~0 that it is necessary ~0 consider . the organism's 
'umvelt' {Von Uxu~ll, 1921) or .Perceived ·e-nvironment in 
studying habitat preferences. Klopfer {1963~ .1965: 1967~, 




site preferences in sparrows, found that for .the White-
throafed Sparrow, Zonotrichia albicollis Gmelin, the light 
~ntensity and distribution of shadow patches were the 
r~levant cues for distinguishing perch sites, while for 
' 
· · the Ch{pping Sparrow t~e releva~t cues appeared to be foliage 
size, shape .and density. ·' The fact that different vegetation 
stimuli were important to ~hese two species make it apparent . 
. that generalizations across species, even closely related 
OneS 1 Cannot Validly be ~p.'de ·. ']he heavy reliance Of birdS 
o r.., 
on the visual mod~1ity would indicate that, although other 
sensory capacities may be used, vision would be of primary 
i mportance in nest si.te attachment and recognition. 
" Evidence supports · this supposition. Lack (1933; 1954), 
~··~ack & Venables (1939) ·and Wasilewski (1961) have suggeste~ 
that the relevan~ features by whiqf~ avians distingui sh 
habitats are of a 'gestalt' nature and involve the visually 
prornine~t, consgjcuous £eatures of .. ~he habitat, such· as 
the vegetation '. 
. .. . 
~ . . 
. ... 




. .. · 
. 
7 !" •t·, , .. 
characteristics, such as the .height~ 
spac:ing species, h~ve · also been . corr~lated with habitat 
preferences Pitelka, 1941;. -Kendeigh, 1945; ' Guillon, 1960). ,. , 
Moreover, Bongio~nd (1970), ~"in a~ .experim~ntal study of 
. . \ 
-nest 'site .selecti~n by~ adu~t Laughing Gu~ls,· Larus atricilla , . 
• ,. , . r • . - . • ' L1nnaeus,dernonstrated tha~ chang1ng 'the vegetat1on topo-
~ . 
graphy of ·the habitat _by mowing resulted in decreased 
probability of nesting. He t;:oncluded that vegetation 
,' . . 
' ~f' • ' ' I ' 
-eharacteri:=;t·ics were importantohabi tat fe.atures used by 
;-· these gulls in- nest site selection. Adult gulls also appear 
... / ' 
• , ' r t~ have a detailed knowledge of th~ nest are~ using visually 
prominent habjtat features. Baerends, Drent, Glas & 
~. 
Groenewold (1970) found that adult He~ring Gulls return 
to the nest site, even ~en .egg.s and · y.oun~ 
. ... . ,, . 
are dis-placed 
some distance away, and that they ·pr.efer an · empty , ·.-· s -t-range 
·nest on the nest site t~ · their own· nest and e~g~ disp~~ced 
o • 
. 75 em. 
' 6 
Landmarks have bee~ shown to be. amon9 the-, cues used .: -
_to locate the nest site. Tinbergen ( 1953) demonstrcfted · 
that displace_men"t: of a visually ·prominen-t landmark corresp-
on4ingly disoriented the Herring Gull from its nest',-
although only temporarily; Furthermore, Baerends et al 
. . tl ._· . . . ·.. -
·(1970) . reported that accep~ance· of a displaced nest was 
facilitated by a correspond~ng displaceme~t of a con~picuous 
la~dmark. ' Oth~r· nest site s timuli to which bir d s re~pond ' 
... . 










Howe~e-r, ~~r·y libt . ;I.e 'is known c6ncern~ing recognition 
~ :' . ··:,· 
cues in young and how they develop. There is observational 
'evidence that neonatal H~rring Gull chicks discriminate 
between vegetation. types and use vegetation chai;:-a~teri_stics 
as cue~ in nest site r~co~nition r (Noseworthy et al, 1973). 
. --, · ' 
I • ' 
It would _ _appear then that c~es which should . be· of primary . 
0 
importance in the d~velopmen~of nest sit1 attachment. and 
recognit~on·:i·n ~dlls_ are . thos~ -related . to the habit~t-,1 . 
such_ as vegetati,, lan,dmarks, etc . .and social. st_imulation. 
1.rrhe present ~er,ie.s . o_f expe~~nients were ·designed_ to as_sess· 
'i-, the role of selected aspects of habitat . and social factors 
in the development of nesting habitat - rec~_gnition ahd . 
. . . . . ,. 
··f!.rr . ,. 
preference in neonatal Herring Gull chicks. f'~',. 
... - , ' ' 
.. . 
. 'I,'fie Study Site 
\ 
'; ~ 
Little Bell Isiarrd, rne~uring 1500 meters by 400 
'-
met~rs, located in Conception Bay~ Newfoundland, was chos·efi 
. . . . . 
,,,a~ . the stud~ site .(s~e Figs .. 1 ~nd 2J. · In the spring-
, summer of 1972 , -,Little Bell Island· had . an observed breeding 
populat;ion of 876 pairs of ·Herring Gulls, Larus ,, ar.gentatus 
Pontoppidan. Other avian species bree_ding on the island · 
' ' I 
in small 'numbers ·; included Conunon Starlings, Sturn is vulgaris 
~innaeus, Savannah Sparrows, Passerculus sandwichensis 
Gmelin, Great .Black- backed' Gulls, Larus ·marinus Linnaeus, 
' ' \ . Ring-bille~ Gulls, Larus .. d.elawarensis Ord, "and Bl~ck . 
Guillemots, Cepphus gry-lle Linnaeu·s. · Th'e latter two were 
not present i n 191ol. . No rnanunals were dbJeryed on the island. · 
.. 





FIG. 1. The Study Site, Little Bell Island, 
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The vegetation of the island may be divided into di9tinct 
\ . 
areas of grassland~ ~arshlanp, shrub and herb areas, as 
• ' J ' • ~ • ' ' I 
well as· area·s -of; m~xed ·vegetation. · The predomil,lant 
.~ . . 
vegetation types iri which Herring Gull ~ests odcurred were: 
... ,. ~ - 1 . 
39.0% in grassland·, 30.0% in . s.hrubs, 30.3% · in herb areas 
·' ' , . ! 
. ' 
and .7% .in moss areas (see Table 26, Appendix). 
Pilot ·nata 
) . . Pre.liminary.· i_n~estigat.~ons . w~re carried o~t to: 
1) obtain a detailed description of the'. ne~incj microhabitat 
of the. Herring Gull population under study; ·. · 2) deter~ine 
< • 
wnether·young Herring Gull chick~ of this population 
. 
exhibited a preference for the nest site area; and 3) 
det'ermirie whether this b'ehaviour . vari'ed with age. 
-~. " 
In the spring of 1971-and 1972, Little Bel~ Island 
was surveyed 'into 50. meter quadrats and ',the number , and the . 
location of· each nest in each quadrat recorded. .seven 
! . • 
variables were recorded for each nest including:· clutch 
size, nest exposure, nest ').ev.el, pr.edominant vegetation· of · 
•'" : 
~ ' 
-~ the nest site, preaominant vegetation of ·the surrounding 
. . ' ~ . 
'( · area, basic nest material and qistance : from the. nearest nest. 
N~s~ ·exposure was judged by · the experimenter on a three 
point scaie of . exposed, mpderately hidden ~nd we,ll hidden 
' ' "J. 
(~ee Noseworthy et al, 1973 for pictures defining ~his_scale1. 
-- Data were analy~ed using .means, frequency distrib-
utions: ~nd a correlation ·mat:;-j:x of all_ variab.les. Only the 
1972 data will be discussed here 
• 
















been presente~. elsewhere (Nose:worthy · et al, 1973) • .The 
a 
total . nurnber of ' Herring Gull fiests recorded on the island 
.. . 
was 8}6, an in.crease of 314 over the 197! total,:· The 
majority (44.2%} of nests contained 3-egg clutches, _ 26.9% 
. " 
.contained 2~egg clutches, 28.8% contained 1-egg clutch~s~ 
~ 
while only .one · (.1%) nest contained 4 eggs. The majorlty 
~ ~ 
·of nests (56._8%) were in the open, · 35~7% were partly hidden, 
.. 
' whi~e. only/·. 5·% were well hidden. Almost precisely_, the 
s·ame percentages were recorded in .l97l (57%, · 36%, and 7%, 
respectiy~ly). : · Tinbergeh ~1~53) noted that . H~rring Gulls 
, 
prefer open areas except for nest{ng, when sites pear .?lants 
4 ~ 
or bushes are selected. The low proportion of nests in· 
cover in this study, however, indicates tffat Herring Gulls 
' • "!l. . 
·of .the Little Beil Island p~pulatio~ prefer open areas fo~ 
· ·nesting, especially since ·approximately one-third· of the .. 
~ .. 
isl~~~woul~ provide ample c~ver. · 
Nests at 'ground level ~ccounted for 76.9% of the 
t-otal while 23.1% were on hummocks. Most nests (69 .. 3%) 
were built ·f~ low-lying veget~tion· (grass, 39.0%~ herbg, 
·. 30.3%), 30.0% were in shr~bs, while on~y .7% were ·found in 
~~ss: Vegetation surrounding •the nest si~e was aga~ :Pre­
dominantly grass and herbs (39.0%, 30.5%, respectively), r . 
27.3% was shrubs and .1% was moss. ' 
. · . \The majority_ of nest~. · (64. 3.%) had · grass ~s ·the basic 
nest material! 34.6% had mo~s, while herbs were found in 
only 1.1% of the nests. It ap_pears, therefore~· that Herring 
. 









: • ... do ' i • 0 
l · 
. . ·" 
·" 
I 
. : , · 
. ·. 13 . 4 
J 
for ·nest . construction. . Moreover I no relationship was. found 
.... . . . . . . 
between nest site vegetation and the basic hest. material 
c • 
. .. 
(rho=.02, P.<.42)· .. · Si~ii~r - observations h~ve been made · 
hy~Beer : (1966) who ·reported~ that Black~headed Gulls may · 
,"f~ • • '~ '-. • ~~~ • • " 
co:bl'E~ct nest mater;i.al froJ11 .15 m. to 450 m. from · the nest, 
. .1.-!_:::::,-: - _.' ·. . -· 
. . ' 
The average distance between nests was 7 .. 3 ~· . ~ some : t · 
.. - . '\' . 
, •. 40% were 5 m. ~rom the neares't .nest, 15.3% \_'/ere only 3m • .' .. 
away, while 2.8% were more tha~ 20·m. from the nearest -nest. ' ,. 
- . . .. . , , 
Nests tended to be farther apart ~~n povered areas~and closer 
• • • . • ' 'l • 
together· in the open '(r xy =. 0 7, P .·< .• o 4) • Ground nests tended ' 
. . " . . ~ 
to be _closer togethel;" than hummock nests : -(r ~. 07 I ·-p: <.OS). · · · : 
. . • • I . XY-. . .· . . ' 
These relations may reflect the 'preference · for - lo\o{~lying 
' ' 
: vegetation area·s for· nesting, or may _be a response- to ·ae~~:al 
predation. since Little Bell 'Island has 'no gro~nd 
,.·· • . \ To Sxamine Whei:her He;ring Gull ;~i~ks Of 
predators·. 
t:lie Little . 
. .1 · 
.. . " ' . 
Bell Island population exhibited a preference for =the 'nest 
. . . " ~ . . '. . . . 
site· area~ a to~al of 31 ~hicks, · ~-5 weeks old,· 'were. c:apt'ured.· . 
; ' 
. : -· . 
from . grass, herb and shrUb ·sites· in the nest. colony in the · 
y .. • ' • • ~ • • • .. • ,\ •. 
surrirner of 1971. : Once a C::~icic..; wa·s · .. ~apture_d, it:: · was placed· 
~ 
·.in a JCardboA;? box with n~ c~ve~ · anci .transpor·t~d 3'0-50 ·m. ~-: · . ·. 
\. 
to· .a different ve_g~tation _type and ·r -eleased. The .experiment~r 
. . . . / . 
·withdrew approximat~·+Y 50 m. and ·. obs-erved .~he chick ·through · 
.. 
. ' ' . .. 
-··binocu'l;arSi.,. The fol}owing measures. ·wer~ ·recorded: f~na~ . .. 
s·· 
' . ~.,:. - · · 
.. 
f - - • 
lo_catio~ of ·-chick,. vegetation . :type at the collection poin!: . 
• •, • r \ • ' Iii • ' • • ' • ' ~ • • I 
and a ·t tJ:ie final 'resti~g locat ion, and. vegetation ~ensity. 
~ . . . . . ' ' . : . . . . . ' . . 
. Densi~y was' judg,e d l?Y the e xperiment e r :_on a - three po1ht scale , .. 
.. 
. : 
~parce, moderate'iy. ~ensE7 , and d ense .• Locom6tion was oQ·served ·., . '. ' 
. . • " . 
.. 
.. ' 
. ' •, 
. .J . 
' ·,. · .' .. 
, I '• 
-. 
. • j) 
\ . 
' • -t" 
/ · 








ch~ck'remai~ed in 6he l~cati~n for lO·minutes • 
. . Results indic~ted .that a significant ~~ber o'f chicks · 
. ·. • . I 
returned to the sam~ territory <w.ithin 1 m. of the nest)' or . 
to · ~ vegetatio'n . area s~IJilar to the o~e iri whi·ch they had . 
been captu~ed (chi=8o53, · Po<.02, see Table 1). This 
~ • d 
· a~l v~g~tatibn t~pes and d{d nci~ vary with the type of 
relocati-on in the: originai .;e_getation was significan,t for 
....... 
~ . . ' ~ 
- ~ · vege~'~tion in the .capture or release · area. · Addit,ionally 1 , 
• I • 
... 
the choice of relocation vegetat~on seemed relatively . uri~ --
. . 
related to the ·amount of cover -afforded by the vegetation, 
tJ - " 
• · . since Sh~c~.s we1:~ Obse":v"~ .to reloc~s den~·" ... 
ve_g~tation of the original capture site type ,in preference .: 
, , •' 






. . ' 
. . ' 
.PC ··cemtage . o~ -ch±_cks b_y ·-A~e Retu~ni~g 
. ,, . 
to Capture Territory; 
. . . 









Cap-t.ure Same to Same .Different . 
Age .N Teiz:ftory Vegt;!_~CPtion · . Vegetation Vegetat,i.on 
. . • 0 
~ 
•. > 
ll.'o i 1-3 weeks. 17 -3·9 0 9 49'o .0 88.9 
-. 
., .. , . .. 
" 3:-5 Weeks 14 _  0 • __ 0 .·,84 0 7 84.7 15o3 
'\, ~ \ 
' . . . 
· &mparisons. betw~~-n ·yqung ~Q_iqks ·1·-3 · wee ks ' of _age 





.· . . 
. . . ~ 
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. ·, - . . 
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- · • I · ... • P-o\ • - -difference b,etween the two groups, as \\·most birds in· all 
. h ' . / 
~ 
.. 
age.s~·r(jlturne~ to- the origina.J.· veg~tation type . . H<>?wever, 
. . , 
. a "significa,nt-l.diff~rehce between yo~ger .and ·:older chicks : .• . . . . . . 
was found in. the ~e~dency to retu~n to. the capture territory 
G "- ._ ....... . t, ' ' \t .._ • • ' • 
. - ; . ( . 
{chi=7,9_0, P.<.O:l.) .; The yo~nger chi.G.k$ rnost·_.frequeptly ... 
retu,ne~ t~ . th~ br ~ginal cap~~re t"erri t~;y, usb~p~h': nest, 
while o~d~~ tijrd~ ~e~drned to . si~i}~r&~eg~tati~~ but.~id ' 
not reloca~e i~ the capture· area (Table '1)., . . . 
. ~ - . 
• . · ' ' . • . A . . \ 
-~·· It_tappears, ' therefore, th~t .some .He~ring . Gu~l c<nicks . · -
• I .. • . 
. - \ . •. "' ' 
do exhibit ap. atta7hm~nt. to the n'ert te:r:ritoiy and .·that · this 
. .. . 
. behaviour wanes w_i th age '. · ·ljow and when the &ttachment to 
. . . 
, ,; 
the nest site' area develops and how the nes~ s~te · .is re-
• • " ~"' ' I Q,4 
' . . 
, lqc:ated r~quires 5 inve:stigatio_ri ~ . -~?reov~r, ~OW ' the appa:r;-e·n:t . ·, 
• I ' I \ e • • 
vegeta~ion p~eferepce~ of ol4~~ ~hie~~ are established is 
. 
! &\ : ~·- _ · I o • 
\, li.1f' ; . ' . 
speculati_ve. -The·se problems were examined· in· six oexper.im~nts'. 
·. · ~he first experiment- sb.id,ied otne d~velqpment of ne~t site ... 
. . . 
. 
attachment per se from hatching ·to . fledgi~. The secom1 
. _. -- ' .· , .. . . . .. 
t J expe~:i~~qt · as:ses'sed ~the :e£:fects_ of visual ~ .. depri vatiori ·on 
' p 
0 
I - v--:: 0 ,I 1 • ~~ o 0 0 I 
. nest site~attachment ahd recoqnition . . The tnir~ experiment 
f'\ ' == I - •} •• • • .... ' ' ; .. ' • • ' ' I ) : I ' r • • 
.,.: exami.ped tn~· . · role Of StimUlUS ~~"conspiCUOUSneSS II .and landri\'arkS, 
p 0 • - ' ~ • - - • .., • •• • ', 
~~ i.i:n,. nest ·s+ te recogn,i t~on ~ Experirne~t -~ attempted- -~o ·. ~ .. · _ : 
• , l • ' . 
. . _.' <:Jem~n~tra~e . lr1dividual r_ec_~-gniti~~~ng _chic.~s. Experiment 
5 ·studied the use of social _stimu(i i~e~t site attachment 
.. and recognition . . 
0 
Fin~lly ' · -Experiment . 6· exa{lliri~d the . effects (. 
' · 
. . . . tr • - . 
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. . , ~ 
. 'Experimen{ 1. 
. 
, . 
The J?eveiopmen't of Nest Site Attachment 0 
.. 
l ( ~ 
- The pil~t d~t~ ~o~lected ~ndicated that Qerring Gull 
. (' 
chicks under three wee~s of, age exhibit an attf,iChment Dto the 
' n~~t ~erritory. 
fl . • 
H<;>wever 11:Jthe post-natal development, of. thi's 
• I ' 
·. 
q. attachment 'is not knowp. It has 'been observed_ that during 
.· . ' 
.. {he first w~ek post-hatch gull chicks hav.e a . we'll d~veloped ~.. ; .. 
. · I 
locomotor ab.ility but ar~ nearty tot~lly depende~t on parental 
I • 
"' care for ~urvival (Evan9, 1970a). Dur~ng this pe_riod :p?J.re~ts 
do· not recognize . i~d±v~dual· c~icks but rather find their' own 
. .. ·. 
0 •• 
' 
young by lo~.ati.on ~ · .w~_th feedi~g and ,brooding, etc. , restricted 
" - "' ~ 
. to a -. specific nest . site territo:r;y. It is adaptive,. therefore, 
~·hat : chicks have. an attachment ·to th~ nest site and that · · 






( f ·irsb ·week of 'life. ·Attachment to the ne!:!t te.tr:!- to:r:y was, 
.. .. ., 
. ' . 
therefore,· hypot,hesized to be an. impo'rtant ·mechanism·" con-
. ~ ' ' . 
~rolling locomotion and ensuring,ad~quate parental 
:::·· .. ·~ . .. ,. care ''" 
dur.ing the first week.-;-- After this tim~, the o'nset of 
,.,... .. 
inqividual -recognition "by pare'nt.s and young aids maintenance 
of . family unity. It y;as expected- that .. ~n attachment ~o the 
nest',.site' area would be f<;mnd in °daily tests du_ring the 
fi)st week post-hate~ and that a decreasing pr~ference wo~ld 




Subjects ' . 
A sample of 84·Herring Gu~l chicks·was ran5oml~ 












Bell Island. !One-half ol' the island 'Was selected for 
"' I . I. 
fe~sibilitl purpose~, since ~he . study. sit~ had to be trave~sed . 
a 
'and nests checked severa! times daily. Chicks were chose~ 
. - . 
from tnree-egg 'clutches ·and were individually marked after 
hatching so that age could be -accurately determine4 .when 
. -
chicks were recaptured . . ·The location of; the nest site, as 
well as the type, height and d~sity of the surro~nd~ng · · ·· 
. ' 
vegetation, was recorded on a grid m~p of the islartd. 
• ' I I ... . , 
Density of· vegetati9n was rated-by the experimenter on a 
• 
three point seal~, 1-sparce, ~-moderately dense, and 3-dense. 
Chicks were ·then assigned randomly to one of seven group·s 
for testi~q o~days .1-7 post-sat~h. 
- ~hen a~chick.achieved 
.J 
~esting ~ . nest age, its was 
Procedure 
. ' 
removed from the nest site. ~ loca~ed, the chick found and 
· It was then placed in a wooden carrying box. with a trans- ' 
. . 
parent ·cover (30 em. "x 30 em~ x 30 em., see Fig. 3) ·• The chick 
was then transported 20 m. in a random direction (previously 
determined ·by a random series'of North, South, East and West) 
• 
and releaseda ~lutch iiblings were lef~ in the n~st 6r ne~t 
· ar~a undisturbed; The ·following measures were recorded£ 
latency (in seconds), time moving (in seconds), i~itial 
• I r • • • 
or~ntatio~ (in 'degrees,- devianQe from .a st_rc:~ight line of 
. -.t, ~~ .\. . . ~ . ' 
"the chi ck to the "nest as .j~dged by . 'the experimen~r) , fin~l' 
. ~ 
distance from .the nest (ih me t e rs), number,of returns (less , 





FIG. 3. Wooden Carrying Box Used in All Experiments 







of the final resting location. Testing 
- ' 
w~s terminated when the . chick was within one meter of the 
,• 
nest site or had been immobile for 10 minutes. ·All chicks 
were · returned to the collectio point after testing~ 
To determine whether att chment to the nest site · 
was ecotypically controlled, additional eggs were selected 
_using the same selection and r ording procedures described 
p~eviously. These' eggs were then. reciprocally transferred 
to foster nesi;s so that the vegetation type at the foster 
" 
e 
nest was different from that of the natural nes~ Hatching 
occurred bet;ween 5-10 days after transfer . . Chicks were 
' · 
reared rin the ~o-ste~ nests until testing on Day 6 post-hatch, 
using identical test procedures as were previously described • 
... 
Day 6 post-hatch was'chosen ~s the testing age since initialo 
testing indicated it was the first day on which a preference 
was exhibited. · 
. I 
Temperature, wind ~peed a~d "preci~itation were~ecorded 
.. v 
to provide a check on the similarity of test conditidns b~­
t. 
tween groups. These measures were also intercorre~ated with 
· eh~ previous!; described d~pendent measure~ to determine if 
I li t- • 





ReLOcation of all test chicks (both first week and 
',·,,. 
. ! ..• ,... . • • "" 
foster-reared chicks) at wee kly inte r.vals until 5 weeks of 
· I o 
age was attempted ~o determine whether excursions from the 
.., I ~ I 
nest site area · wer;e restricte d . to areas simi lar to the nest ., 
? i 
site ' and whether any age ~hanges in ar~a preferences were 






evident. Test c~icks were located by experimenter and 
. 
assistant thoroughly searching' the nest teJ?ritories, and . 
if they were not found, a su~roun'ding 50 m2 ~rea was searched. 
- ' . 
The first chick tested weekly was random~~ 9hosen to ensure 
,.. that chicks we're not being tested at the· same times in each 
\ 
test•ing session. Once a chick was foun·d, it _was place.d in 
the wooden carrying box and transported 20 m. from 'its 
collection· point.. It ·was then released in a vegetation · type r 
- . 
that was different from that of the collection point. The 
same measures were recorded as for daily-tested chicks as 
well as initial distance _from the nest (in meters) and the 
type, height and density 'of the vegetation at the collection 
0 
point. The testing procedure was then identical td that 
described for daily-tested chicks. 
1\ 
Results 
Data are reporte~· ~n th.e following order: first, data 
·for daily-tested chicks ~ill be given~ then the results for-
. foster-reared chicks, weekly-tested. chicks, and f~nally · the 
cor.relationa~ data on environmental conditions and the 
dependent measures. 
Daily-tested chicks 
The means and .standard deviations· of all dependent 




The variance of. l~tefcy w~ thin sub~ects-- · 
was· high for all experiments and the variance· was not homo-









·· ,,- Me'ans and Standard Devia-tions of . Response Speed, Time Mo~ing, 
Jnitial Orientation, and Final Distance from Nest of Chicks 
. 
During the First Week Post-hatch 
Response Final 
Age Speed Time Distance 
Post-hatch (~atency Moving Orientation From Nest 
c \ (i~ · day-e) ' N" in seconds} (in seconds) (in degrees) (in meters) • 
1 12 '' X == .18 15.92 22.50 15.25 
., ~· 
.. 
s_ n. = .38 ' 33'. 58 55. 94 ~ 2.73 
2 12 ~. = .40 ,· 14.67 7.50 18.75-
' ': ~46 S.D. = 22.26 25.98 1.42 
., 3 · 12 x .- .72 59:58 7.50 16.92 
.. S.D. .42 133.59 ~2 5. 98 ' 9.82 = 
. 
(\ 
4 12 x = .73 89.58 26.25 13.67 
~· 
· S.D. = . . 40 71.49 40.52 5.4.5 
9 
.. 5 ~ 12 x = 1. 00 116.17 33.75 16.67 
' S.D. = 0.00 137.46 43.44 ..... ' 12.20 '~· 
•' 
6 12 X - . ·76 83.58 18. 75 . 11·. 08 -
,. 
. 
S.D. = . 44 72.31 30.09 6.U'S 
J 
7 12 X ~ . 85 108.17 19.58 11.·00 









(' A . 
'"''" 
I .. 
latency for ·daily-tested c~icks yielded an F max=30.01 ·· 
(P.<.Ol). I~order to reduce the variability, response 
speed, the reciproca~ of latency was calculated and is dis-
. . 
cussed ·throughout the text (see Tables 2? and 28, Appendix, 
for raw data summaries}. A significant dif~erence in response 
speed between chicks of different ages was found (F=6. 51, 
. ' 
P.<.OOl).' A summary of this analysis is presented in Table 
3. ·Individual comparisons (t tests,·winer, 1971) indicated 
tha.t Day 1 and 2 chicks had significantly lower· response 
speeds than all o.ther ag~r~~ps (X= . lB, . . 40, ~ompared · t~ 
" ' . . 
~ . 
. 12,· ·.73, 1.0, .76, and .85,_ resp.ecti_vely; t=4.3·9, P.< .. 03). 
N~ other age groups differed f~om each 6ther, alth~ugh a 
I . 
tr~nd ot increasingly higher response · speeds with "±ncr.easin( .. 
age was eviqent. 
' . Tabl,e 3 
Summary· of· Ana~ysis. of variance of Transformed .Latency (Response 
Speed) of Chicks ·Tested during the First we~k Postt-hatch 
Source df ss ~ · MS F p 
Ave .6 .. 5.6554 .9426 6.5042 <.001 
Error 77 11.1586 .. 1449 
Time Moving.·. An F max test for homogeneity of variance 
o~ time moving WaS s~gnificant (F max=32.62, P.<.Ol}. A 
log tr~nsforntati~n. of·. time moving was done and both raw and 







. . . 
23 
< produced 'the sam~ sign.ificant difference~ on' raw and trans-
t. ' ~-
formed ·dati?J. '(see Tables 27 and . 29 for- transformed data 
. . . ..: 
' ~ sununaries) ,~ the raw data will be discussed here. A 
l ' , • , I 
r • 
·significant difference among groups was found on time 
' 0 
moving (F=<2. 90, p ,_ <. 01) • A sununaFY o~ this analysis is 
. presented in Table. 4. Indiv:idual comparisons (Studen_ti.zed 
n ., 
t • ' • ~ 
· 83.58 and 108.~7 sec. respectively: F=4.03, P.<.04). No 
other age groups differed significantly from each ofhe~ . 
although as with response speed, a trend _of ~increa~~d: time 
_moving with greater age was evident. 
Table 4 
'• 
S~.ary of Analy.sis of Vari~~e of Time Moving during the 
Firs:t Week Post-hatch . 
source df ss MS ' F p 
.·Age 6 123007 '20501.1 I· 2<;8999 • 010 
Error . 7_7 ·S44366 7069.7 
q, 
"· Orientation • . An F max te~~ f or hornogenei'ty of . variance 
. 
of orientation was not · significant (F max= 7. 47, P . ?>.OS). 
·Analys.is of var.iance 'of orient~tion \.las not signif icant 
' (F= . 81 , . P.>. OS)~ . The rne·an degrees deviance of orientation to 
.·. 
the n·e ?t 'Was 19. 4 • 
.\. . ' 
' 
'' 












Distance.· An F max test of homogeneity of variance 
I ~ • - " 
o~ dist:apce from the nest was significant- · (F max=l3. 96, · 
. ' 
P. < ~ O?) • , A log ~ransformation-was pe:r:formed OFl · distance. · 
... . ' . 
No· significant differences were. ~ound ~.· n ana.lysis of variance 
of. either raw or ·transformed .data (F=l;sg, P.>.OS; F=l.46, 
P. >. o's; respectively)' ';. The\'me~n . distan~e ·frQm· the ne·st 
was 14. 8 m. · . 0 
Number returns. Subjects· were di\.rid·e·d. in to those 
retur~ing within a~ least 1;0- ~- of the nest and the n'umber 
'not reaching this qriteri·on (see Table 5) ·. It~ was evident· 
) . ~ . 
from this division that the number'of chicks r~aching ~he 
-cri~erion · inc:=:z;..eased with gr~ater ·age. A qhi _'square 'test. 
showed that the number of chicks reaching criterion was 
. . - . . . ( 
. . 
significantly greater than expec;ted by chance on Day 6 : and 
. !' 
7· (chi=6.36, P.<.03; chi=l5.12, ~.<.001·, respectively) \· ·. 
and sighifi~antly less than expected on Day 1 and 2 (chi= 
5.06, P.<.03; chi=8.60, P.<.OOl). 
' 
Table 5 
Number of Chicks Achieving Nest Return Cri ter'ion during the · 











, . . . 
. 
Days Post-hatch 
4 5 6 
5 8 10 
. .. _C/ 
~ 
'• 
. ' . 
~ -
-
· ... •. 
0 • 
25 
Foster-reared Chicks I 
I . 
The means ·and standard deviations of,. all dependent · 
measures on fGster-reared chicks ar~ shoWn in Table 6 . 
. Foster-reared chicks were compared to normal-reared chicks· 
(Group 6 from Daily-tested subjec;ts). An F max· test of .t~e 
. ' 
differences between variances· of the two groups was not 
. . 
significant on-any dependent measur~ (latency, F.<l, ·p,>,os;. 
time moving, F=l.67, P.>.os; or.ientation, F=l.l5, P.> ·.os; · 
. ' ' . ' . . .. - . 
: dt~·t~nce, F=l.78, P.>.·os) so at-test was used to cc:>mpare 
the two groups. No significant ' di-fferences were -found 
. . 
. between the two groups on latency (t<l, P.> .. OS), time moving 
• 




All subjects were not found for . each weekly test 
•, 
. ' ' 
session .(..see Table . 30, Appendix) , which may have led to a 
systematic bias in the data s i nce chicks · recaptur~d may be ~ 
those with strong preferences while those not found may . have 
:weak or no area pr~ferences. If this were the case, only 
chic~s with• s~r~ng area · preferences would be included in the 
. ~ 
sample. The d~ta w~re inspectea·, therefore·, to deteqpine if 
.. 
the same chicks were being found week:ly • . : As· shown b:y: Table 
3p, this was not the case. Only 9 chicks had compl,ete 
~~cords for · the 5 weeks. Omissions were ·generally du~ to 
a· ·chi ck· not being located for one or two of the 5 weeks. 
Since thi~ ·.wa~·, subj.ect means were substituted for 












Mean's and· Standard Deviations of Latency, Time Moving, ·Initial 
. ' 
·orientat.l.on, and E'inal Distc!Dc~-frorn the Nest of Foster-reared 








Latency ·x = 23.58 
~ (in seconds) S.D. =·51.26 
...!._ 
Time Moving X . = 69.58 
(in. seconds) · s.o~ = 78.33 
.Initial Orientatio~ = 
(in .degrees) . s . D. = 
11.25 
26.78 
Final Distance 'X = 1..4.17 
(in rnete~s) S.D.= 4.34 
:/ 





X = 20.83 
S.D. = 46.41 
X = 78.33 
s .. o. = 72. 7 4 
.X = 18.75 
s . 'D • ~ ·2 8 • 8 0 J 
X = 11.08 






.t = l. 42, N .S. 










·and eq_uipment failure, so these. were not used in the 
·,I . analysi_s. 
. . 
. Latency. An F max test for homogeneity, of varial)ce 
~ v 
was significant for latency (F rnax=4.02, P.<.Ol). A · 
' , 
. reciprocal transf~rrnation was don.e' and both ra·w and trans;- ·. 
formed da~a analysed. No - significant differences.we~e found 
-~ 
.. ' 
. ) ' 




Time Movlt;lg. '; ??ime moving was not analyse¢1. becaus·e 
of the missing data for -~eeks 4 and 5. It is evident · frorp . 
the data f~r Weeks 1-3 and from exper~menter o~servatio~ ~/~~\. 
that time' moving incr·eased· w'i th age (see Table 7) • 
~ e • ' ' • 
Orient_ation;. An F max test for ·t~e homogeneity of · 
' . . ./ .. 
· v~riance was not · sf-£Jnificant for initia~ qrient;atio~ (F .:~ax= 
. J . 1 
1. 81, P .">. 05) • Analysis of variance indicated ·a signiflcant 
i 
.. . difference ~ong groups on or.ientat~on ·· (F=l3 .AS, P. < .-o 01). . 
. . . 
~summary of this analy$is.is presented in Tabl~Indiy-~ 
. . 
idual comparisons (Student-ized Range · Statisti9·l re:vealed 
(II ' 
that . the mea~u:rof wee'k 1 and .2 (19.13, _24.64', respectively) 
. I 
were not di;Eferent from each .6ther but were sign.~ficantly\ 
• I I l~wer than the. ~l· _ns. of Week 3 and 4 (39. 50, . 58.22 ~ respect- , . 
.. ively; F=24;. 77, • <. 007). The mean of Week j was also 
. . . 
significantly lower than that· of Week. 4· .· (F=.., ~ 69_, ·p. < ~ 01). · 
• 0 . 
... 
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. ·. 
. 2 8 ,;:.·-· ·;- . ·-'· .. :-"- .. 
..-... 4 
.. ·
· .. ~~able 7 . 
., 
., . - ~ 
. Me_an~· - a~Sta~d~rd '_Devia~ions ,of Tr~nsformed. Laten~·y 
~n~tial Orientation,. Time Moving, Final Distance and 
(Res~onse Sp~ld~ , ·<l_ 
Initial Distan · 
' ' 
' ' . from.the Nest f~r Re1~cated Chicks during Weeks 1-5 . 
Respons~ Measure .. 
0 - (N = 56) . 
. \ R~S pci~s~ . 
1 
X . = . 81 
# 




Orie~~ti"o; S.D. = 32.~91 
-Xn degrees) 
X· 
(in E!econds) S.D. 
,F.hla1 Distance X: = 18.89 






X = 7.68 















30.25 . 65.23 
45'.56 , 80.92 
19.45 . 26.48 







4 " 5 
. ·• 79 -.12 
.• 38 
. 39 . 
58.22 
59.70 -- . 
2 8 • 4 5 .·. 2 5 -~ 6 4 
26.7_3 23.63 
. 14 .-64 
3'0·. 3 7 
12 ~ OS 
17. 65 . 
,. 
.,. ............... _,-
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. Source · 
. ~ 
Age 
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' . . 
: 0 
- --- __ .... ' :: 
Analysis ·of . Variance ofi Initia~·-Orientation/fo:t 
. . . . . . ' -._, ' . il' 
Relocated.Chicks during Wee~s 1-5 
.• •, 
df ss -MS · 
L • &li 
F p~---- -
-. 
3 51401. 3 
' . 
13.4516 • 0001 . ' 
.. 
16"5 ,210;).. 7 i273,. 7 ' . I 
• l 0 






' ' . 
.. 
' ..... 
·Error 55 . 228511 .. 0 ( \ . 
·. 
. ' . ' 
Final Distance. ·An F . max test .of . homogeneity of , 
' . . . 
. " . 
variance w~s notlsigX:ifica~t ·(F m_ax;::l.Ol,. P.>.OS) .• 
. . . 
.Analysis;.. 
. ,... , ~ ~ , 
of. ··variance .revealed a signi~icant differ~nce among groups 
. 
( 
on final distance (F=2.93, . ·P.~.02) . ·Arsummary of ·this 
. analys is is presented in Table 9. ~ndividu~l comparisons 
. . 
' . ..,. 
· . (t-~ests·) . sho_wed that the mean _di~tance was signif-icantly 
'_lowE;!r for Weeks 1 and 2 (X=lS~ 89, ~ i9. 4.5 ·, r~'sp~ctiv~ly) than: · 
2 g ~-4 5, 2 5. 6.4., 5esp~ct~ v,ely ~ .. £;;6.. ··31, _ 
" 
-P.<.Ol) .• ~ 
. . ~ 
I I ,;•• 
Di stance. An F max . tes.t for homogenei ty of ~ 
ot ·S~gn~ficant (~rnax=l,98, P.>.OS). Nb 
"'~ differenc s among .g!:m.ips were f oUnd {n an_gly..s.i .s-.. -ef ··"vari'ari'ce 






er Returns. A. d ·i v i !?ion was made of .. those chi cks 
10 m .. ."c)f .· the ·nest 'and th9se. not r e aching 
, "; ,.. • • c. t • . 
I . 

















,I~ ~, t~/{ ' 
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r. . ' 
, • 
,• 
, ' 3Q. ~ 
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. Table 9 
S~ary o_f A.nalys'ios of Val;'ia'nce of Fina·l ·Distance from the 




ss ~ MS F p~-
. 
Ag~ 4 4211:,.82 '1052,. 96 2.9280 . • 02 
Age X · - ~ 
220 79'116 ~ ?O 359.62 
Su~j'e.9ts El 




this cri~r~on (see Table io) . 4 A chi square test shpwed that 
. ,. l 
0 
the nUmber. of 're.turps was signi:ficantly greatel;' .than expecte~ . 
. b.y.chance for"Week 1 and 2 . chi~ks {chi;:33.4B! 1?."<.001:' chi= •! 
l2. 26, P. <. 001, respect~vely) ~ and signit'icantly less than 
.J c.. ' • 
, expected for Week 4 and 5 .chicks ·(chi=16.90 1 ·P.<.OOl; .chi= 
• 
. 1i.22, P.<.OOl, respectively). 
Table 10 
J · · Number of Chicks Reaching Nest Return Criterion on Relocat'itms 
during Weeks 1-5 
. ~ 
Week 
1 2 3 4 








,· . . 
r ' 
·t'"' 
' .. , 
<). 
. ·, 






0 0 0 31 
... 0 
Correlations 
· -Daily-t:ested ·chicks. Table 11 presents the si.gnifican~ 
horrelatio~s with their associ~tea probabl~~obtain~d· 
from the ,correlation ·~atrfx. The list of variables . used ih 
"the correlation matrix j.s presented in Table 3~, Appendix.· 
. "" ' ' A Pearson product-mome~t coefficient was used for interval 
~ratio data . whiie a Spearman~s rank coeffic,ient wa~ ; used 
~-the ordinal. data. Significant correlations that were 
•n9~ meaningful in ~erms of the pre~ent experiment are 
p~esented,in Table 32, Appendix~ 
The chick's .initial distanc.e from the nest was 
negatively r~lated to final"dista~ce·. from the 
P.<.OOl) and positively related ,to wind speed 
nest . (rx =-. 34, 
. • ' y 
(rx =·. 24, y, 0 
P.<.03). There was.a positive relationship between location· 
. .. • dl . 
vegetation type an~ time moving (rho=.27, P.<:Ol). The 
. (~ 
· he~ght of · thi Iodation vegetation was _alsoqpositiv~ly 
r 
related to ·time moving (r =.73, ' P.<.001) and negatively 
xy . 
related to 'wind speed (r =-.2i., OP.<.OS). 
xy . · 0 The density of · 
the location vegetation was positively related to time 
m?ving _ {rho=.31, P.<.OloO) ·and ·negatively related to wind 
! speed (rho=-. 27; P. < .• 02 )'. The denser the vegetation in 
whiGh the , chick was found, then, the higher the wind speed, 
and the longer the t~me the chick spent moving. 0 1 
" Th_ere was a positive relationship betw~en ve getation ~ 
• .. . . J 
.. : . 
) 0 
~------ .~~------
height at .the r~lease,point and time moving (r~;= ~46· , · P.<.OOl). · 
• 0 
Vegetation height at the final rest~ng location was n e gative ly 
. ~ 
relate d to final distance (r =~ .22, P.<.04). 
xy . 
' ' 






. ' 32 
· ·Table 11 
_Significant Correlation Coefficients and Probability Levels l . ~· 
u ' for Chicks Tested during the First Week Post-hatch 
i . 
yariable 
·1. Initial and final distance from the nest 
. 
2. initial distance from the nest ~d wind 
'Speed "' 
3. Location vegetation and time moving 
4. Location vegetation height and ·time 
moving 
5. Location vegetation height and wind 
·· spe~d 
6. Location vegetation density arid time 
moving 
7. Location vegetation density and wina . 
speed 
. ~ -
8. Release vegetation height and time 
moving 
. . 
9. Final'vegetati6n height _and final 
distance · 
. 
10; Final distance and wind .stfeed 
.. 
11. Nest site and location vegetation type 
12. Location v~getation and final vegetation 
type · " 
13. Releas~ vegetation and findl vegetation 
-. ct 'ype 
14. Initial orientation and final distance 
from the nest 
15. Ini~ial orien~ation and latency 
Correlation 
Coeffici·ent 
r = . 24 · xy 




22 .• 050 rxy=- . 
.4 
rho= . 31 • 010 
rho=-·. 27 .020 
r = ·.46 ·.001 
xy 
rxy=-.22 





r = .26 
.XY 
. ... 
r = ~ 24 















positive relationship between final ~ista~ce from the nest 
a~d wind .speed {rxy=.27, P.<.Ol) an~ ~etween the ' vegetat1oq _ 
I 
type at the nest and at the io1lection point {rho=.Sl,· 
P.<.bOl). Finql~vegetation t1Pe was also positively rel&ted 
. 
to location vegetation type .{rho= .. 36, P. <. 01)· and release 
0 0 ... 
vegetatiqn type (rho=.37, P.<.Ol). Finally, there was a 
positi~.~ relation between initial orientation an\1 final 
distance from the nest (r ~.26, P.<.02) and ini~ orient-
xy 
a-t;.ion atld latency .(r~y=.24, P.<.04) . . · 
Relocations~ The significant correlations and their ; 
1 
associated probabilities are shown in Table 12. Correlation 
· ~atrices were also cal~ulated for each w~ekly relocation. 
Since the same significant relations were found for each 
week; only the pobled data is presented. 
A positiv~ relatiohship was found between initial.~nd 
0 / -
final distance from the nest (r =.64, P.<.OOOl)~ Veget~t1_.·on 
. .xy . 
type at the col~ection point w~ely related to both 
the nest site vegetation type ,(rho=. 49 1 P.,. <. 0001) and the 
vegetation type at the final resting. location (rho=.49~ 
P.<.OOOl). Moreover, the vegetation type at '.:.the nest site · 
.., 
apd the vegetation type at the final resting location were 
also PQ,sitively rela~ed (rho=.62,· P.<.OOOl). Initial 




the nest (r'Xy= .43, ~·<.-oo_Ol). 
positively rel~ted 
Fina~ly, time moving 
.. 
1 
to both location vegetation .type 
was 
(:rho= .33, 











' - Table 12 
Sig~ificant Correlation Coefficients and Probability Levels 




Variable -Coefficient p ' 
1. In'itial and final'distance from the nest r · ~ 64 xy • • 0001 
2. Location and final vegetation ~ype ... ' · rho=. 49 . 0001 
Q, 
3.-Location and nest s~te vegetatio~ . type rho=. 49 • 0001 
-
rho=. 62 • 0001 4. Nest site ·and fiilal vegetation type. 
. . 
r =. 43 . 0001 xy_ 
I . • 
5 • . Final distance and initial orientation 
rho=. 33 • 0010 
" 
6. Time moving and l_ocation vegetation type,. 
7. Time moving and final vegetation type: rho:::d. 51 .0001 
.. 
The data support . the hypothesis that during_ the fit'st 
week post-hatch Herring Gull ~:Picks expibi t ·an attachment to 
" 
the nest site area. The increasing number of returns to the . I 
nest and the decrease in the distance from the ·nest with 
/ • 'i 
. . I. 
increasing age : indicate that attachment is optimal on Day 6-7 
post-hatch. The failure to demonstrate a preference earlier 
than this is probably due to a performance 'diffic~lty in very. 
\ ,, .. . 
young chicks, rather than a lack of attachment to the nest 
" 
~rea.. During the first three days of testing, a majority of 
test chicks reina~ned quite near the r~1·ease point while many 





did not move at all. -This lack of rnobi~ity in very young 
chicks has also· bee~ rep~rted for Laughing Gull chicks 
~ 
{Beer, 19~9) . Howeve~, the degree~ devi~nce of orientation 
. 
to the nest of 1-3 day old chicks was less than 'half that \ .. 
of o~der ch:j_cks (.X=l2. Scl.i 29 •. 1·, respectively) • . This , indicates 
• I • 
that· chicks could find the nest ··site but were l:mable to 
locomote the distance. Under undisturbed conditions, for 
. . ( . 
example, test chicks (1-3 days old) rar~ly,were observed · 
f 1. 20 m. ·from- the nest by the ·experiment~rs. Such excursions 
. I 
• I 
are usually -limited by agonistic behaviour of ~irds from 
other nest territories. · 
Weekly relocation data revealed a decreasing nest 
site atta~hment with incre~sing age b~ all dependent m~as~res 
which supports the prediction made. It is also evident that 
chick excursion areas enlarger,i 'with in1Creas'ing ag~ as shown 
/ • ' ' I ---• 1 
· by the increasirig distan~e from the nest in which chicks 
\ 
.r 
were . fourid arid .in which they relocate~ on testing over weeks. 
Nest site attachment appears to be ecotypically 
I ' . • ' <t 
con.trolled, ·as evidenced by the failure to find differences 
' '!. • • • • between foster and normal-reared chicks·. It should be noted 
. 
that foster chicks spen~ at least half of the'incubation 
• . . I . 
period in their natural; nesbs, which had no apparent effect 
0n their post-hatch behaviour. The period spent in foster 
- . 
nests was the -latter half of 1ncubation, which may be the , 
. . 
more crucial period since embryos are more fully_deyel_Qped. _ 
It seem_s probable th~t a !?reference for_ the nest. site area 
i~ con~ned as a result of th~reinforcing events at the 
. .. 









nest area, for example, feeding, shelter, protection from 
~redators, social stimulation, etc. At the same time, 
,, 
·excursions outside this area are disqouraged by the presence 
- ; . . \. . 
of other territories which are actively d~fended against 
I 
intruders. The experimenters .often observed a young- chick 
of the study ·age passing through a fareign · territory and · 
being attacked by adults from the air and chicks o~ the 
. . 
ground. This mechanisll.). .. of attachment could easily be tested 
in th~ laboratory by sy{ternatic~lly in.troducing feeding, 
,, 
- . 
shedter, social stimul~tion, etc., into ·a rearing area and· 
.~. 
~~s~ing for a rearing area ·preference atter each presentation. 
These stimuli ~oul~ then be systematically removed to deter-
.. . ' 
mine if and when the preference break~? dpwn ·• In this way 
an indication of what stimuli are necessary to establish 
. and maintain rearing area J1references could. be obtained. , · 
f 1 ---
' · correlational .data ndicated that vegetation character-
is tics were arnon.g the cues used in relocating th:e · nest site·. · 
; 
'The vegetation .type in wh ch chi9ks were found, both before 
0 
and after tes.ting, was · u ually the same as the nest site 
::g::::::nt::~::ge::t:::i::::o::::::o::~ ::::,c::~k:h::me 
·exte~ded : excursions occJr:, r~~trict their activities to a~~s 
t • •, I , ' r'J. ' 
of the scme or simil~r vegetation. The importance. of. 
I 
vegetation char~ct~ristfcs in nest site selection has been 
-------~rJ=Pe.ap.e.Ft.ed by Bongiorno (~970) for adult ~·aughing Gulls· and_by 
Anderson (197:1,) for :Priiri;, _ChiC::keM. It may_ be then·, that . , 








' . -p~eferences developed early in l~fe are continued into· adult~ 
. ' 
hood. Therefore, a long term study should be done of the 
() 
. behaviour of chicks from hatching to the first nesting 
sea~on to determine if in fact "young and adults use the . 
~ 
same nest site cues and w~ether ~arly nest site preferences 
' -
in~luence later nest -site selection. LeResche &.Sladen 
(1970) have done a comparable study . although they did pot 
_investiga~ cue~ in ne?t . site selection 'but rather the 
incidence of adults nesting in their natal sit·es.. They 
. . -
found that 401 of firs~/year breeders in an Adelie Penguin 
. . . 
colony selected nes~ sites within 200 meters of their natal 
sites. 
' i 
_The .possibility that chicks were using sky cues to 
reiocate the ne~t.was ~xami~ed' by comparing- t~sting with t~e 
wooden carrying box. us'ing an ~pague and a transparent cover~ 
Twel·v~ 'chicks were tested under each cond~t~on }lsing'-fdentic~l 
. . 1 . . 
-procedures to those previously described. - N~ differences · - ~-
.. ' 
. ·' 
were_ found between the t.wo groups. on any -dependent measure. 
The pres~n~ study indicates a heavy r.el~ance on 
vi'su11'1 stimuli as cues in nest site relocation. Whe-ther in 
fact . vision is necessary in nest s~te r~cognit)P~ is examined 
in Experiment 2. Auditory stimuli may also be used as ·cues 
to relocate •the nes"t · site. 
• 
During tes~ing, adults were 
··observed constantly vocalizing. from the air. Although it 
was ~ot possible to identify which birds 'were the. pare_nts of 
. . 
the test chicks, it wa~ possiple that parent vocalization 
' . . 
couid aid chicks.in reloc~tihg the nest area .. Observations 
. . . ,. . ' 
. - . ! . 
'>!,. 
-~, . 
c- · ' 
' ·' 
£1) 
1 ' ·· 
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.. :.. 
. . . 
· of .rnarked ~dults during testing or . te~ting deafened chic~s 
could be done . to examitH~ this possibility. ·In ~ddi tion, the· 
. 'presence of chicks at the ~nest may b~ used as cuJs . in nest 
0
0Q relocation.· Later exper'ime.nts evaluate the role of other 
. . 
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Expei: imen t 2 • The Role of 'vis·ion in Nest Site Attachment 
~ 
· and· Recognition 
Although"the importance of vision in initiating : 4 
? , 
approach re.sponses to moving objects and conspecifics has 
., 
p~en demonstrated (Bateson, 1966; Evans,~972), little data, 
has been repoJ;ted on the role of.-yision in the development .of 
. . . '\ 
preferences for anq recognition of rearing areas. Anderson 
(197l) reported t}).~t ·Prairie. Chic!cems .use vis~a"l c.lues, such 
' . 
as vegetation height and compositio~, to establish -territorial 
boundaries and a,r·e ···$t4t"OJ1Yly attached _to tS:ese . . The. pre-
. . :i\ ~ ('~~. : 
ferences ' for···.;;.egetation exhibite-d by you~g Herring ·Gull chicks 
(~xperiment. 1) indicate also that visual stimuli are important:. 
in nest site · r~cogn~tion~ -Evans' (~970a) study of preferen~e~ 
\. 
for a rearing chamber in young Ring-billed Gull chicles al.so 
... 
s~pports this hypothesis. . In these experiments, however, -· 
other.sensory ·modalities, which were operative, could also 
. t .. 4' • ' ' 
.affect r~ognition and attachment. The present study was 
• > 
designed, therefore, to assess the necessity of vision in 
nest: site. 'attachment and recogniti~n. ·, ., . 
.. 
Method 
~~ - '"'- I '•- >,\ ~b 
<> 
:. Subjects 
Twenty-four Herring Gull chicks were randomly selec.ted 
from Lit.tle Bell · Island. Chicks were chosen -from ~hre~-egg «j<' 
• • I • 
f.b1utches1 and ~~re_ individually marked after h~tching. ·The 
location of the nest was reco~ded, · as well as t he type, 
height and density of vegetation su~rounding the nest • 
.. / .... . 










Chi~ were dividef equally into ~wo groups. Group 1 were 
to be fitted with hoQds, made of white nylon ·baby socks~ 
to occlude vision (see ~ig. 4). ·The hood area 'directly over 
. ' . 
the eyes consisted of ··raised hemispheres, stiffened with 
whi.te rtrail polish t~ provide translucent surfaces · and prevent 
. 
direct contact with th~ eye. Group 2 . were ·' to be fitted with 
0 ·' 
the same kind of hoods with.no eye occluders. }Normal chicks 
· were Day 7 chicks' from Experiment 1.. Daily health checks· 
were made on all chicks. 
.• 
Procedure 
. The testing procedure .. was to be the same as that 
.. ~escrib~d for daily-tested ·chicks .in. Experiment . l. · Ini.tially 
the test hoods were placed o~6 subjects which w\re checked 
:. two hours later. · Two :o~~e. subjects w.:;;e · observed via 
a t;eles.cope .for ~rie hour after hood fitting... The chicks 
gener?lly remained quies.cent at the nest. ·The parent gulls, 
however, on aerial .inspection of their nest, appeared very · 
.• . ~ 
disturbed. Both parents were observed to frequently emi.t 
distr(;!s& calls· during . the observation ·:period! '· swoop close to 
the nest, but not alight. Since other. parents in the area 
were alighted at their nests, this behaviour was i~terpreted 
to be .a reaction to ~he visual appearance of the hooded · 
.. • 
·. chicks in . the nest . . Consequently; a . period of three and ·one Q 
' ' -
half hours was ·spent observing two additional .chicks. 
Records o'f parent and chick . b e haviour wer e t aken at 5 min • 
intervals. 
. · ... 
It was found that during ~he en~ire p~riod 
. neither parent approached the nest',_ even during distress 
). I'~, 
. . 
·. , . 
41 
FIG. 4. Herring Gull Chick Wearing Experimental 
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vocaliza~on by chicks. t"he s~ine diS·turbed behaviour 
• I• • • • 
present in 'the .first·h~ur l o£ observatio~ was also evid~~t. '-
. I . 
Since parents woul& · not approach the nest during a 
6. ·. . . • v • 
3~ hour period it was concluded that hooded ~hicks . would 
not survive si~ce this amount of ti~e would exceed the 
·necessary brooding and fe.eding · inter~c~tl,., at least for the 1 
' . 
' . . 
first few days·post-ha~ch (Baerends et al, 1~70). The" 
0 ' . --
·~~periment as pro~osed was therefore not feasible. It ,. 
'~ - ' 
appeared· that the vi~ual appearan~e of hooded' chicks was 
. , ' . 
nof accept~ble to parent ~gulls. 
----:----. . .;,.if ... 
To complete tnis experiment 
• Cl , • 
·· .s.uccessfully, 'then, it ;~ld be necessary .to ~se 6ccluders 
. .,. 
. t.l1~t did not -drastically ·change . the y· ~u~·l ~ppearan~e . of 
ch,i_cJ:-.s. · Contact lenses would fulfil i's. requirement. 
' • ·~ t 
,Howevert . dif~iculties of usi~g these in the field, oi 
.. . . ' ~ ( ~ 
. 
':allaying infection',-and of developing mainten.ance te'chniques 
• • t i .. 
' · 




Altho~9'1?. tne'necessity~ v'ision for ·nest. site 
.attachment could not be evalu ted, ~t was still possibl~ 
to obtain som~ ihdicat.1m1 of- th . nece.ss.i ty of vision to . ' 
~est site·refognition • . Six chicks, 7 days post-hatch, we~e 
fitted with occluder hoods, given a ~0 min •. • period . to adapt 
'f . . . . 0 • r 
. to the hood, and .were·then tested for nest site relocation 
. .  
. using the sam~ procedures a~ .desc:=ribed in Experime.~t 1. 
0 •• 
. -
However, the test period was· extended to 30 min. 
.• 
.·. 
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~oodeQ. chicks were .· comparedp tG> Day i . chicks from 
• . ., p . 
· Exper_:ime:nt. 1. The meaJ;ts ~nd standard deviations o'f -ail 
o dependent m~asures a~e pre.se~ted ·in Table 13. An F test. 
· for the ~ifferences between~vari~nc~s w~s significan~ · on 
I_ . . . • . 
· time moving (F=7.05, · P.<.002) and latency (F=8.10, . P.<.OOl} 1 
: . . .... ' .. ' . . 
.. so a Welc~ 't prime appr~ximation (Ferguson, 19~?) was used' 
to , comp~re ·group~ ·on these measure·s .. A t-te.st was used for 
., . 
distance ,a:r;td:.initial orientation·. Resu.lts . ~hawed a significant 
' • ... "to1 
. diff~~e~c~ .-b~t~~~-n-.groups on initial ,or.i,entation 1t=4. 65 , · 
. . 
P.< .. 003)., ·final . distance (t=2.66, P.<·.·o2) a·nd latency\\ · 
. . 
(t'~4.Q7; · P.<.Ol). -The hooded group exhibi~ed·longer 
. . . 
. lat:_enc_ies 1 . w~re . furthe~ f:tQm the n~st and exhibited .. a~ greater-" 
. . . 
deviance in initial orient~tion th~n did the normal group. 
" 
. 
The d~t~ was also inspect~d to determine if hooded chicks~ 
. . 
·. r~lqeated .in . similar vegetation to that a-t;. the collection 
. • . . . I 
_ point.~ No si~ni1icant trends were de£ected, 3/6 chicks · 
settled :in .the :s~e vege~:titin ·tre as -~urroUnded thei n"kst, · · 
~-3/6 ?id not. However;· 5/6 chic::ks relocate,? in vegetation bf. 
.. . . - ---- ·-





. . . 
~~~s ~f vision _ ;i~nificantl~ aftebts nest ~ite 






~~aluateo the -ef~et-of. visual depriyatibn ~n · naive chi~ks 
. . ' . . .: .. .~ ·, •. ~ . 
--:---- I 
. .. 
·it· wquld be necessary to occlude vis~on from hatching as 
. . ) . . . 
', • I . 
. . 
~ '. .. 
·' 
·. 
. . ' · 
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~ :·ry;.::ms and< Standa.~d Deviations o: Tim~ ~ving, I~itial Orient- · 
· : · .·· ation, Latency, and Fi~al Di~tance . from· 'the Nest for Hooded 
0 • ; ,. ~ , • • 
.. . 
~ ....... . p -
and Normal. Chicks, Experiment_ 2 
• • : Cl 0 I 
. . 
·Response M~asure . 

















_i..at~ncy · (: 
(in s~conds) 
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X = 23.83 
S.D.= 
x .= 422.50 
I ' ' S.D.= 252.85 



















t'=l ._34., · .. ~.,~ .. 
,·_ 
' · .... ·.· 
f=4.65,·P.<.003 ~ 
t=2.66, P.<.02.0 
t'=4.07; P . <.009 
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. . . 
·previously described. It is quite possible that the lack of 
any visual experience in naive dhicks may ~e compensated for 
by using other sensory modalities to orient to the nest area. 
' Such chicks may in fact be able to locate their nests using 
. , . 
auditory or tactile stimuli. 
... 
~he fact that in this experi-
ment visu~lly .experienced animals responded to such cuep as , 
- , . . . 
. . 
•. height and ·density of vegetation supports .this speculation. ~ 
. . 
The experiment as orig~nally planned would pave to be done 
* f 
to investigate ~his possibility~ The present dat~ indicate 
that under normal conditions, vision is heavily relied upon-
in nest site ~ecognition~ 
The reaction of parents to ~ooded chicks poses an 
interesting problem: Data on ind~vidual recognition of chicks 
by parents (Smtth, .1966; }'inbergen, 1953; Cullen, 1957) make 
. I ·. . 
it .seem unl~kely ·that parents were reacting to ~heir own 
. . . 
. •- . . , 
·chicks since this reaction was present on Day 1 post-hatch. 
It is more probable 'that.parents w~re exhibiting species 
recognition of ch~cks and that deviation from this norm was 
not acceptable. This cou.ld be tested by using f._irst year 
. 
br~eders that do not have experience with previous broods, 
. . 
or by using occluders that do . not change the visual · appearance 
of chicks, i.e. COiltac~ lenses. ~t is also possible that · 
. . 
parents ~ere rea~ting to a change in the nest site stimuli 
since chicks 
o-f ~hefest. 
are 'norcmally ·.a part of the· stimulus configuration 
·. 
Data obtain~d in later work do in fact indicate -
· ' .•. · · ' ~ . :··~thai:·.'. qha,ngep in · th~ nest site stimuli, i.e: placing strange 
• ,· ~ •,., ,• ' I • • ~ ,1, I ., . ' ':' t r '\; • I , ~ f \. I 






E~perirnent 3. The Role of Stimulus "Conspicuousness" and 
"Landmarks" in Nest Sit~·R~~ognition 
It has been sugg~sted that birds recognize their nest 
. -
areas by the "conspicuousn'ess" of the vi?ually p.r:ominent · 
features ·of· ~he habitat, such as .lanamarks and vegetation 
l ' 
( Igl_G~ I 19 3 3 ; . 19 54 ) . Experimental evidence supports tnis 
' '-
s-uggestion for adults. Tinbergen (1953) demonstrat~d that ~ ..,_ 
relocation of a v,isually ·prominent landmark correspondingly 
disori~rited adult Herri~g ~ulls from.the nest. Baererids 
r _ _. ' ' I ' ',~" • I 
et al (1970) r~porte~ that relocation-of a landmark facilLtated 
·. . . " 
acceptance of a d~splaced ~est by Herring Gulls. Anderson 
(1971) has shown that Prairie Chickens, Tympanuchus cupidO 
Linnae)ls, us~ m~j.or ·differe_nces. in the height and composi t;ion 
of Vege~at~on to establish territorial boundaries and~are 
st:rongly attached- to these J)t1muli. A'l though ".conspicuousne~s" 
has been advanced as ~ ~~'major stimulus characte:r;istic cc;>n-
trolling early stimulus preferE?nces in young, bi,r~s (Bateson, 
1966), no data have been reported ort the cqes used'by chick~ 
in recognition of rearing or nest areas. Statio~ary imprinting 
studies (Bat~son, 1964b; 1966) indicate that conspicuous ' . 
sti)uli are effective in · establishing preferences for static 
objeqts. Correlational data f rom Exp·e riment 1 also 1n"d,icate 
. . 
that vegetation characteristics, important in adult reco9-
, 
. . 
nition, are also among the cues used by neonatal Herring· 
.... 
Gull. chicks in relocating the nest area. The present 


















of stimuli serves as a c~.in nest site recognition by chicks 
n 
·and whether relocation of a · conspicuous landmark would cause 
. -
' J 
a. ??rresponding d~sorientation from the nest • ' d 
. . 
. 
- ~-- ·· . . 
Method 
' -S-ubjects ' 
A sarnple_of 18 Herring Gull 'chicks was randomly. 
- ~~-
. ,, 
.selected from gra~s vegetation o~Little Bell Island. Chicks· 
. .,.. 
were chosen from three-egg clutches and were individually 
·. 
marked after hatching so t~~t a~e coulp' be accurately ~ 
' determined from the date of hatching. The location of each 
.. 
nesi site was recorded · on a grid map of_the island, and thi 
~eight; type ·and density of the surrounding vegetatio~ 
-~ . ; 
re~orded as described previo~sly (Experiment 1). Chicks 
were.tested on Day 6 post~hatch . 
Procedure .. / 
• · Prior to chick hatching, artificial. landmarks con .. 
sisti'ng· of fir trees 1 were placed ver-~ically 1 m. NE of the 
tes~ nests. Conspicuousness was assumed to vary with the · 
J 
height o$ these trees. Three heights were used: ' (~) 1.5 m. 
c<;mspicuous, (2) 1 m. moderately conspicuous, ·and (3) • 5 m. 
.. 
. . 
low conspicuous (see Figs. 5 I 6, and 7 ,. respectively) • 
Al~ chicks were ' tested under two conditions. In one· 
I 
condit i on the landmark was move d 5 m. NE o f the nest~nd in 
the 'second condition the -landmark r~mained .in its ~ .. ri;~al 
~ ~ 
0 ' 
position·. To ~ontrol for possible · orde~ e ffects, ha l f· o f ·---






FIG. 5. Fir Tree Used as a Highly Conspicuous 




FIG. 6. Fir Tree Used as a Moderately Conspicuous 













Fir Tree Used as a Low Conspicuous 








half were testea with the ord~r reversed., i.e. landmark :ln 
its original po,si tion followed . by the lan'dmark moved. 
For testing the chick was removed -from the nest area, 
' . 
plac_ed in the w9oden carrying box, and remov~d 5 rn. from 
the nest fpr a period of three minutes. During this time 
the landmark was moved for half of the chicks, and left 
una'lte~~d "for ~he oth~r half. ~he chick was then transported · 
I 
2 0 m. from the. nes·t ·in a random dire_ction a~d released';" 
Following cornplet~on of the first t~ial, the chick 
was retested in the same way, except tha·t tne p~si tion of_ the · 
. . . . ' J;J 1 J 
landmark was reversed. That is, if on the first trial the 
chick was . tested with the landma~k moved·, then on the second 
. . 
' trial, the landmark was unaltered for testing, and'vice 
versa. Movement ' latency (in ' seconds}, time moving . (~n < 
seconds), initial orientation (in degrees .deviance from a 
... . . . 
straight line to the nest) , and final distance from the nest 
(in ~eters) wer~ :recorded. . . Testing was terminated when the 
9hick was within one meter of the nest site or was immobile 
for 10 ~in. All chicks ·were . returned to the collection point 
. after testing. 
Results 
· The means and standard deviations for all d~pendent 
measures are presented in Table 14. 
Latency. An F max test f or homogenei-ty of _. variance . 
[I 
wap signif i c ant for late~cy (F max=30.00, P.<.Ol). · A-
., 
. . 







Means and Standard 'Deviations of Transformed Latency (Response Speed), Time Moving, initial 
-. 




.. Conspicuous Level 
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Lan&Uark Order of 
·Position Ml** M2 M2 . .Ml Ml M2 M2 Ml 
.'J .• M1 - M2 M2 ' 









'(in second~) S.D.= .53 0.00 
' 
.52 .43 ~ • 55 .52 o.oo .52 · a~ oo ·_ 0.00 .52 
. 
' ~ . 
Time Moving ~ = &3.67 59.00 . 60.00 . 38.33 45.00"' s·g. 33 107.00 64.6-7 72.-00 52.00 118.67 
" 
. 
(in secoads) S.D .• = 95 .'08 10.81 10.00 33.59 11.79 46.75 59.09 1.4.50 57.24 20.30 101 .44 
. 
Initial X = 45.00 o. oo·· 33.33 60 .·oo 60. 00- 0.00 75.00 16.67 ' 30.00 0.00 30.00 
. 
Ori_entation 
' (in degrees) S.D.= 0.00 0.00 ~0.21 51.96 
' 
25.98 0 •. 00 25 .98 28.87 25.98 0.00 '51.96 
.. 
; . 
X 11:oo -F,inal Distance = 13.67 8.67 lf2. 67 17.33 7.00 22.00 18.33 14. 33' 12.33 20.33 
,. 
(in meter's) .S.D.= 7 .50 . 3.51 .7.50 10.12 1.21 9.50 11.36 .63 7 .33 - 4.16 8.74 




















53 - ~ 
raw and transformed data analysed. Analysis of variance 
revealed no significant differences on ·either 1;aw or·· trahs-· 
I 
formed data. · . 
. . 
Time Moving. An F- max. test of homog~neity of ~riimce 
of time moving w~s significant (F max=8.64, P.<.OS). A log 
<·' 
transformation of time moving was performed and both ·raw 
and transformed data analysed.. Analysis of , variance showed 
. no signi~icant differences on either raw or· -transformed data. 
· Orientat"ion. An F max test for homogeneity of v~riance 
,, 
was '11ot significant (F max:;=4.01, P.>.OS), . Arialysis of . 
. varian'qe indicated a. significant main effect of landmark 
c • 
' posit~_on.on nest si.te orientation (F=lO.OS, P.<.008). A 
' &-t ' • • 
. ..... . 
summary of this analysis i~s ~re'sented ~n T'1e 15_. . Th~ mea~ 
degrees · dev.iance from the riest for the landmark mov~d condition 
~ . . " 
wa: 45.56 while the mean d~ees devi_ance for the _landmark 
i.maltered was 17.78. Testi,ng with the landmark then led to 
significantly greater deviance from the straight line to the 
nest th.an did testing with the landmark unaltered. .orient-
A 
ation to the landmark its~lf was significantly more deviant 
in -_the moved condition (x=21.1) than in the unaltered condition 
of the lan_dmar~ (.X~l6.1; t=4.6, iP.<.Ol). However, orientation · 
' ' 
on the . landmark. itself was significantly less ·deviant than . 
0 . . • 
· orientation·to the nest (x= il.l; 45.56, respectively, t=8.21-", ·· 
P. <. 01) in the moved condition while no difference occurred 
~n the unaltered conditio-n (}{::;16·.1, 17.78, orientation to 









Summary of. Analysis of Variance of Initia1 - 0~ientation, 
Experiment 3 
.. 
. Source · df ss MS F p . 
-
Conspicuousness 
Level · 2 . 1579.17 789.58 1 •. 0 . . N .S. ,, 
Order 1 3025 •. 00 302.S. 00 3.49 N.S. 
C X 0 2. 154.16 77.08 1.0 N.&. 
0 • Error 12 10391.97- 865.97 
Landmark Position 1 6944.44 6944.44 1'0. OS .01 
C XL 2 4484.72 2242.36 3.25 N.S. 
·ox L ' 1 2 669. ·43 . 2669.43 3 . ·86 N.S. 
·C X 0 XL. 2 /] 1859.71; 929.86 1. 35 N.S. 
' 
I· 


















Final Distance. An F max test for hom'ogeneity of 
variance was not significant (F rnax~3.6(· P.>.OS). A ~ 0 . . 
s~gnific_ant ma'in eff~ct of landm.ar.k position on final 
. 
distance was found in analysis of variance (F=S. 53~ P. <. 03) • 
. . 
A summary of this analysis is presented in Table 16. The 
. • . W' 
mean distance from the nest for the landmark moved condition 
. - t . 
was 16. 44 while the mea~ distance .,..for the landmark unaltered , 
·condition was 12 • 27. Final distance from the nest was · lower 
when the landmark was in . its. original position during testing 
· than·· when · it was moved. i . 
. ' . 
... ; ' 
Discussion 
The ·results support the hypothesis ' that . landrna_~ks .are 
among .the cues used in nest site recognition 'and that changi_ng 
- ' 
the st;i~ulus configuration of th~ nest causes disC?rientation. 
... 0 . 
Testing. with the landmark moved resulted in greater deviance · 
in irii t.ial orientation to the· nest and greater dist-ance from 
the nest j:.han did testing with th.e 1andmark in its original 
position . . ·This data agrees with that of Tinq,~rgen (1953} 
which demonstrated that adult Herring Gulls are also dis-
oriented by movement of a prominent lanc1mark. Young and 
adults then may use similar cues in nest site recognit.ion. 
!!'he pbssibility exists that the move ment main effect 
~~_::; - ~n! part d':Je ·to experimental manipulation, that is the 
I' . 
a _ct o~~ moving th_e 
care .J,as : taken to 
landmark 4isrupted behaviour. How~ver, 
I J.._ • • • o 
. . . 
treat subj~cts under moved and _unalt~·red 
. . 
· condit,ions ~n the . same ·~c:tY .-. The tim'e periods in the carrying 
• 












S\immary of Analys'i~ of Variance ·of Final DiE!tance froin · the Nest, 
Ex per imen t 3e 
Squ_rce df .ss . MS .. 
.. ' 
Conspciuousness 
· Level · : 2 ~ •. 150. 72,, 75 . ·3.6 
. 164.69' 
. 40 . ·36 
Order. ], 





. ""Landmark Position 
. . - i 
C X D 
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0 X L 
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box weFe·. identical., the .chicks were. P,laced. in the --~a·rrying 
• • •' o 'i.\ • • • \ 
b6~ . before an~· rn~nipulations took 'place, · anq. "the . ex.p_erirne~ters 
. .. ? 
a.t.tf7mpt:d to _behave in th~ -same rnan.ner ~n'g the thr~e 
"• • lb- \ , ' • • l • . .' 
m~nute · ~nterval whether pr·not · the landmark was being moved. 
Q • 




~ .. . , " 
'is pr.esen~·. Mo.reover, the" fact that , orienta'ti-on to the. 
, --= . ~ " - . 
..., . . " . . 
landmark was ·superior· ·to qrier.itation to . the·· nest . in both 
. .. ' , 
. ~ . , . . . . 
· ·~o.;ed and unaltered conditio~s,alndicates th~t cHicks ·were 
I ' "' ' 
,. 
• ' (f"'J, • ' ~ • 
·: ·r~.spondi1: to. · :h~ . la:ndrnark a~d - not .. ~6 ~oyeme_?t per s:· 
· ' The failure to find difference:s a<;:ross lqndmark 
b •• •• , 
'" 
h~ight: ~ level's may be· relate'd 1 to the sca:J.e . o~ "consp-icuousnes~ i• 
chosen .. · '·It is ev·ident fr~m ~igs. 5, 6, ~nd 7- that al thouqtr" .. 
: . ' . . 
the ~hree height· +evels_ are disting'!lish9;ble to the · human eye,. 
' . . "; 
e~ch ID?J.Y· .serv.e· as 'a c~~sp'icuou's c:;bject wlthin,the. surr~undi~g ·· 
; •• : • ' . 0 . . . . . . : -. ' 
.vegetation· to a · Herring Gull. chick. For this . reaso~; -J.ow : . · .. 
. ' - 'l 
•• .... ;. ·• . ' • . -. - '1 
J[ .'conspicuous. trees may ··be ju~t as effective a .stimul~s as 
,...'J, • . .... 
. high.ly conspicuous tree~ when b?th are · agains.t a low grass 
' . : 
\ . . ' r. , • 
backg.round •. . To test this, J.andrnarks which are at the same 
. ~ (' . 
• ,:> 
, - ~ .. , 
·. 
,. .. ,,. 
. . . . 
. -·' ,, .. . ~ . . - . . . . '· ~ . 
t • ·1~~el as. the SU~r?Un4ing ·Vegetation could be include~ ln the 
• 
,- .· ~c~le.. . Al ~e17~ati~~:.Y., .to: ev.~ltia.~.e . ~he . ro:le f.~f .·conspi~uo.us ·. 
·~timuli a large' area surro'unding the nest :.could . pe i~velled. 
.. ' 
' . . . - ;(\} 
·so t~at rio,'conspicu~u-s 'landinarks .\'fere . av~ilable . 
~· 
.· ~- ft.p:tt)e_r rea~on fo; the :fa:Llure . . to find conspicuous-
.. 
"' . 
... ... ' .'. 
ness ·d·iffer~nces ' may be ' that a ·. compination of 'cu'es is .used-
~o •• 
in nes~ _ relocation·a~d that c~nspicuou~ stimuli .exi~t in 
. • : - .. . I . " 
othel:';sensory modalities. , It is t?Ossible, :for e·x~mple, ·t:ha"t: 
... 
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reiocating n·~_sts. ; Th~.s ~a:y be· eva~uat.ed by . ~estin'g cniqks · · 
.. . . ~ .  
in ·f~9 .. -vei:sus.·:no · .~~g. · or with ·~ .~ine ·of sight ' to t .h¢ hest 
. . 
·versus , n6·~in~·of 
I o o ' • • ' 
sight1to . the nest. 
.· ' ' 
' . 
. s'i:i~u~·:L . p'r.o~ided 
~ , ·.· . 
by . ~i~lings .. and p~ren~s mqy • als~ ~be ' 
import·ant· in .hest: relocation. The latter 
, .' . . ·• • I 
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Experiment 4. The ~ev~lopmept o:t Indiyidual Recogniti.on. 




Individual recognition has been hypothesized to 
~ 
be one important mechanism . that maintains fainily.unit::( in 
ground ~esting prec_ocial species· (All~y & BoY:d, ·;1950; 
{ 
. ·Davies & Ca~rick, 1962; Hailman, 1962; Bateson, 1966). 
1 , .: t , 
~eciprocal r~co_~~itj.on of ~oung {Tinbergen, " 1953; Cullen, 
. ' .q-1957; Smith, 1966) and. parents' (Tin?ergen, 19~3; Hailman, 
. . 
1962; Beer, 1969; Evans, 1970b) has · been demonstrated in 
several species at approximately one week post-hatch. 
The relatively high cohesion of sibli~g g.roups, 
f " • 
.. / ~ . . 
particu:C~;"lY. ~· duri~g the first week of life {Evans, 1970a), 
could -i~·i-~c·ate that/'indi vidual" i--ecogni tion. of brood 
siblings also occurs . at an .earlier age. This.has been 
, dem~nstrated · for Ri~g-billed Gull chicks tha~ recognize 
. ... ~ . 
'l 
siblings on Day 4 post:hat~h- (Evans, 1970~). 
.. 
If · sibling_ 
\ . . ~ 
~et=c;>gni t?,..on -is evident among Her·ring Gull chicks during· . 
' ' 
the first week post-hatch, then social· stimulati?n provided 
· ' . 
·by siblings may be an · important stimulus in nest site 
attachment and recog~ition during this period. Tpe presen~ 
experiment was desig~ed as a pr~liminary study t'o determine 
. .r:? 
~ · \ if individual recogn.hion occurred among. He~ring G'ull :'1 'l. o 



















... .. I .,. 
' A sa~ple of 15 Herring Gu~l chicks was randomly 
selected fro~ the study site on Little Bell Island.·· Chicks 
were selected from three~egg clutches, 'indi~idually marked 
on the.day of hatching and the nest site location recorded. 
Testing b~gap on · oay 2 post-hatch. 
Ap.paratus 
The test apparatus consisted of a rectangular wooden 
. runway, measuring 50 ern. X 100 ern. · ~ 30 ern., separated . into 
three c~rnpartrnen~s by wire screens placed 15 ern~ from each 
end of the apparatus (see Fig. 8}. The runway. was covered 
by a plexiglass sheet to prevent ch.icks fi;o~ ·escaping. 
\1 
Procedure 
Stirnul~ chicks, one a' sibling and the other a non-
sibling~ were placed in each end . co~partment of the apparatus. 
• ... The test chick w~s placed in t .he' centre of the middle corn:-· 
... 
' "" . . 
· partrnent (35 em. fro~: the wire screens} to begin testing. 
La~ency to f~rst .movement, · total time moving ?d th.e s~imulti~ . 
chick the s~bjecf approache~ · wer~ recorded. Vocalization 
of both test and stimulus chicks was noted . . · The end containing 
t 
the sibling WclS al tern<lted to 'Cqf?.trol for . an'y. f?.lace resp.on~e ./ 
Testing was terrninat~d when the chick made a choice (.within 
. 5 em. of a wire screen . for 45 sec.}, or was immobile for 10 
. ~ 
rn1nutes • 




FIG. 8. Apparatus Used to Test Individual Recognition 








On Day r,2 pqs·t-hatch·, 12 of ·the 15 chicks chose. ·the · 
< j • .. 
I 
sibling ( ch.i~S. 4, P. <. 02) • Since ~icks exhibi t~d recognition " 
• fl c. r 
4 . 
at ·this age, testing was terminated; On 7 of the 12 correct 
responses, vocalization by one o~ more - o~ the chicks was 
evident~. A comparisqn of frials on which any vocalization 
I 
occurred and those on which no voc~lization occurred · was 
done for latency and t~me moving. No significant differences 
were found on either latency (t<l, P.>.os) or time ~oving 
(t=l. 94, .P. >.OS). between vocaliz'ation and non-vocali'zation 
I 
I . 
trials (see . ~able 17). 
Table 17 
,,, 
Latency (in· seconds) and Time Moving (in . seconBs) on Vocaliz-
ation and ~9 Vocalization Trials in Experiment 4 · . 



















Six additional chicks :were tested . on.· Day 1 post..:::hatch 
to deter~·ine whether recognition OG<Z:Ulirred· eariier than Day 2 .• 
. . . ~. ~ 
None of the Day 1 chicks made the correct choice, 4 Of the 6 -
., . 











Results 'indicate that individual recognition among 
He.rring GulL _siblings occurs by Day 2 post-hatch. This is 
ea~lier than reported for Ring-billed gull ~cks that 
exhibit sibling recognition on Day 4 post-hate~ (Evans, 
fg'?oa) . It is also as early. as or earlier than parental 
. ~ ' . ·-
recognition which is clearly ev1de~t on Day 6 ~ost-hatch in 
Laughi~g gulls (Beer, 1969), and on Day 2-3 pdst-hatch in 
Black-billed gulls (Evans, 1970b). The early onset of 
. a 
sibling recognition does suggest that sibl.ings ·as a source 
of social stimulation would be . important in family cohesion 
and nest site attachment evident during the first week after 
hatching. This possibility is· examined in following 
experiments. 
Vocalization do~s not appear•tp b~ necessary for 
individual recogni~ion, since no diffe~~nces were found 
between trial{ on which vocalization occu~red and tho.s~ on 
.wh.ich none oJc~rred. ,Moreover, 5 of the 12 corre<;=t choices 
. . 
were made in the absence of any v9calization evident to the 
.. 
. experimenter . . ~t seems, therefore, that Herring Gu~l chicks · 
can recognize each other using visual stimuli. It should 
be noted, however, tha~ the failure ~o find vocalization 
differe~ces may be related to the gross measure use4. That 
is, there was not suffia-ient data to analyse .vocalizatio~ 
. ) 
differentially by source, i.e., :test chick, · siblin~ , .. etc. 










was done 'here would · 
ef.ore, although chicks . · 
can recog.nize . each other visually, 
',vocalization would have a' f 'acilitatory effecE upon recog-
:v 
t:li tion. -The enhanced effe.ct· of combined visual and auditory 
stimuli on recognition has been repo.rte~. by · Evan~ (1970b ) , 
. ; 
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Experiment 5. " The Role of Social Stimulation in Nest-- $ite 
Attachment and Reco4nition in H~rring ·Gull. Chicks 
Social stimulation has been postulated to be an 
imp~rtant ~actor in establishing habitat preferences, part-
icularly in such gregarious species ~s ~ulis (Klopfer & 
·. Hail~~h social stimulation in the form of 
i'; t_!:~ sence of other gu,l.ls is known_ format·f()p 
-~ 
of ea~ly spring 'club' aggregati6ns {Tinbergen, -_1953} an 
' . 
the selection of feeding ar~as {Frings et al, 1955} in Herring -
. . --., ,r 
' . 
Gulls, little is known about the effect of sncial atimulation 
on nest si 'l!e attachment. Since Herring Gull .chicks exhibit 
""' . ' . . 
individual recognition as early· as Day 2 post-hatch, it seems 
likely that other chicks could serve as important st~muli 
in 'nest site attachment during the first week after hatching. 
The presence of other chicks may · ~erva~as social stimuli in, 
nest attachment in at least· two way~' {1} the pres'tmce of 
other chicks in social testing may facilitate attachment, 
/ ' . ' 
· and· (~1 chicks at the nest site may s~rve as discriminative 
stimuli in ·nest relocation i: Since Herring Gull chicks exhibit . 
. . . 
individual _recognition early in the first . week -of .hatching, 
both 'of· the above may _vary according to whether or . not chicks 
/ ' l 
are sibiifs ' or. non-sibl~.ngs. / The present experi~ent, was, 
therefor~~~ designed to dete~~~h~the~ ~oc~al · stim~lation 
by other chicks enhances ·neat site attachment, whether such 
0 . . •. :- . 
sti~uli serye as oiscrimina~ive stimuli for nest site 
i 
:t:!2Cognition, and whether the'se eff-ects vary with s~bling 
and non- sibling ·stimulation. 
. . ( 
·~ 
. . . 




· . A sample, of 36 · Herring Gull chicks was randotnly . 
selected from th~ study site on Little Bell'Island. Chicks 
w~re chosen from thre~-egg clutches and were ·indiv;idually 
· .· raJked on .the day of hatching so 
~etermined. The ·locatiQn of the 
that age could be accurately 
nest site was ·recorded. on ~ 
the grid map of th~ island~ Chic~s were_ tested on Day 6 
- --post.:-hatch, and were assigned·· to . one of six testin,g 
;.abl~ ,_18. '• 
.. , 
0 , I Tabl~~B ·- --- :--~~ 
. ; . 
. . 
Experime-ntal Desi_gn of Experiment 5 
·Individually 
















.l. ' 1/ , ,on Day 6 post~hatch, chick~ were removed from the nest 
' ,, ~ite, placed ·_in the wooden carrying b~x previously -described, 
. . 
transported 1_0 m. _from th~ nest in ·a random direct_icin and 








the chances that·t~st chicks cou~d~perceive conditions at 
·th~ nest. Movement lateri~y (in second~), time moving .. (in .. 
seconds) , initial orientation (in degre~~ deviance from a 
.straight line to the nest) and final distance from the nest 
. (in m'et'ers) were recorded. Testing was terminated when 
the c~ick was .within one meter · of the riest site or was 
. ·-
immobiLe for 10 minutes • . All chicks were returned to the · 
. . 
colledtio~ point a~ter testi~g. : Group tested chicks.were 
, . . 
tested in the same way except in groups of two . . 
Add.i tionally, t 'o determine the effect of · social 
stimulation on area preferences · and excursion .patterns of 
older chicks, 12 chicks were\~elect7d from the above sample 
p9st-hatch. Chicks were relocated 
as desc~ibed in Experimen a chick was located, 
its identi~-ication and i~ca~on were recorded. The ch1.c 
was th~n transported 20m. to a different. vegetation type 
and rel.eased with a stimulus chick. 
. 
This was a sibling for 
half of the chicks and a non-sibling for the other . half. 
Retesti~g 0 procedure .. was the same as" above. 
Results 
.. 
'The means and · standar~ d~viations of all ~e~endent 
meas~res-- are show~ in Table. 19 · (se·e Table 33, ~ppe~dix, fo·r 
.. corresponding raw ~nd trans_formed data summarieS). . 
. . Latency. A. test for homogeneity of variance was 
significant for .Latency (J:' flax=51. 02; P. <. 01) • . La~ency wa.~ 












Speed) , Initial Orientati~on, Moving and Final Distance 
from the Nest, Experiment . 5 ~ 
""' 
... 
Response Siblings Non-siblings uNo Chicks 
j . Measure at Nest at 'Nest at Nest 
0 . . 
I 
Re~wqnse Speed ~ . X = '.'84· .53 1.00 
(in seconds) S.D.= .4'0 .51 0.00 
•.'. 0 
' Initial X = 7.50 15.00 24.20 
Orientation 
(in degrees) S.D.= 18.40 23.24 36 •. 66 
Individual I 
Test Ti me Moving ·x 75.00 60.50 92.50 
0 
,. (in S~CO?~S) S.D.= 33.90 37.59 • . 56. 37 
' 
\ 
-.!. - Final Distance X = 3. 67 c 17.17 10.00 
(in mete:c s) s .th_= " 2.93 19.61 " .. o;;7 . 64 
------
. / 
Respo se Speed X - .35 1.00 ' . 69 
~in se onds) s ·.o .= .so 0.00 .48 
'-
Initial · -x = 30.00 30.00 7.50 
17 Orientati,on 




- 8o·. 70 Test. Time Moving X = 89.17 t .~ 102 . 00 
:;.. (in seconds) · S.D.= 60.93 77.81 40.02 
.. ~ 
Fina l Dis t ance X 5. 8 ~ 13. 17 ' 8.0 
r . 
-(in me ters ) S·.D. = ·3. 37 7.4 4 6. 23 
p .c · 








transformation. ~nalysis of variance of transformed data 
.yielded a signific~nt interaction 'of pest - ~nd test conditions 
" 
• I 
· (F=S. 06, .P .<. 01) on respohs.e .speed. A sumrna,ry ·of this 
analysis is shown in Table .. 20 .• (See Ta_~le 34, Appendix, 
_for raw data summary). Figure 9 present9 a graphic· repres-
.entation of this interaction.· Individual comparisons 
(t test~, Winer, 1971)· showed that individually tested chicks 
had- a lG>wer mean response speed (X=. 53) when non- siblings . 
were at the nest than when n~ chicks were at the nest {5{=1. 00; 
F=~.41, P.<.04). Socially tested chicks had a lower mean 
resp~nse0 speed when siblings were at the nest (XW.35) _than 
when non-siblings\were at the 
Additionally, socially test~d 
• 
nest (X=l.OO; ·F=4.8'0,· P.< .03) •. 
chicks ~ad a l~~e'r respon,se 
. . 
' 
speed (X=.35) thiiln i -ndividually tested .chicks (X='7·84) ~when 
siblings were at ·th-e nest .(F=4. 80; P.< .03), and a higher 
o _ . . 
. response speed (X=l.OO) t~an individually ,tested chicks 
(X=.S3) When non-siblings were at the ·nes€ (F=4.41, Pp<.04). 
~ime Moving. An F max test _f6r homogeneity of 
' variance was significant ~or time. moving (F max=9.33, P.<.OS). 
) • ~ v I ,.(\·;~_·:r;eciprocal transformat'ion was· the·n performed and trans... . · 
I • ~ . Ji' ' • ' I 
formed data analysed. ~No significant differences were found 
in analysis of variance. 
... 
Initial Orientation. An F max test of homogeneity 
- .. 
of variance was- not significant (F max=5.41, P.> .05). · 
~Analysis of variance lhpwed no significant diff~~ences~among 
· .. 
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~ari'ance ·was · sign.ificant for · final distance •(F max=4 7. 07, 
' ~ . . 
P. ·<. 01·) • : A log transformation was .· t.hen performed on • final 
. . . I ., . 
• • • .., • • 11 
distance ahd both raw and .~ransforrned data · ana~ysed. Analysis 
0 
\ ', 
of varia~ce re~ealed ~ significant main effect of nest 
. v 
..:~ 
condition on fina-l .. distan~e' (F~3. 55, P. <. 04, see Tabl~ 35, ~ 
' .: . 
. 
Appendix~ for ~orr~sponding tran~f~rmed ~ata analysis). A 
~ summary of th~s analysi's .·is. presel;lted in Table 2:t,. Individual 
' - . 
comparisons· s.howed that final · distance from. the nest .wQ.s 
lower wh~n siblj,ngs wer.e .at· _the nest . (X=4·. 7~_) th.an .when .non-
siblirigs were at .. the nest (X;·is.l7; F;,7.01, P.<.Ol) .. The 
o '\ -:;',• o !,. "" I .. I • 
final distance from the nest when no chicks were at the nest 
. \' ~ . 
(X=9·. u·> did not differ from the. other two conditions • . 
~ . ~· 
Chicks Released with Siblings and Non-siblings .. 
. 
Table ·22 prese~ts the rneans · and standard deviatibns 
f 
. for ali dependent rnea~ur~s. 
0 
Latency • . An F test for th-e difference between 
- ~ . . 
. v~riances of two · _groups . (Winer, 1971) ·was sign.ificant 
0 
for 
latency ~F=7.9.2, P.·<.Ol). A Welch t' (Ferguso~ 1966) was 
. then used to ~ analyse the data. No . significant ~i\~~ence· 
. was found on l _atency (t! = l.OO, P.> .. OS). 
Time Moving. An· F · test· for the differe-nce befween 
variances ·was significant for ·t~me moving (F=4.40, · P.<.03) ~ 
·A Welch t' was used to analyse the da'ta . and no signifi~ant 
difference was found between- groups (t'=l.OO, P.>.OS) . · 
j .. • • .. 4 • 
. 
Orientation. An F , t~st for the difference between 
rt 
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· ·. Table 20 
- . ') 
.Summary of Analysis .o\ va'riance of ~esponse Spee'd , _ Experiment 5 
"' 
Source p ~f -SS ·. .. , .. MS ,. Jf p 
.. 
0 
Nest-Condit:i,on .2 •. 3930 ·.1965 J, 1. 30 N.S • 
. . 
., 
Test Condition 1 .109'8 .1098 1.00 'N. S • ~ 
.. 
. 
N X 'I"· . 2 . I ' L 5355 · .'7677- 5.06 ' .OJ. 
. 






Table 21 •' 
·;, .. 
. . 






I Soqrce · 
tjest · c6ndition 
Test·· Condi ti.on ·. 
E~p~rimen't 5 
df .SS.,. 
:· ~ • 4 65B.39~ 
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Table 2.2· 
Time ··Moving, Ini-tial .o;rientation; La-t::ency, and Final Distance., 




' . ~ 
B,esp!l1se Measure 






<> x Initial = 
· Clr'ientati on· I 
(in degre.es) S.D. = 
• I 
Final Distance · X ;:: 
' (i n me t e r .s ) s .. D .• = 
... 
. Late ncy x = 
('.in seconds ) s.o.= 









43. 4 6 
20 .. 00 
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1 4 .35 II-
0. 00 
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t'=2.63 , P.< .OS 
. . 





t'=l.66, N. S. '- ..., 
t ·' 'S>l:-;' 0 0 ,. N. q . 
il. 
If. 
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~Welch t' w~s use~ to analyse the data and a significant 
« 
.-
difference was found on orientation between chicks released 
..... , ' w~ta a sibling and those released with a non~sibling (t'=· 
2.63, P.<.OS). The mean degre~ deviance o~ c6~cks · released 
with a sibling (X=46.67) was greater tha~ t~t· of chicks ' 
: ~ . .t ,. 
released with a non~si~ling . (K=O.~). j 
/ 
Final Distance. An F test for the difference between 
" .. 
. variances . of ~wo groups was _:=;ignific~rit for: final dis.tance 
from the nest (F=7. 86, P . -<. 01) • A Wetch t • -was used to 
... 
analyse the data and no signifi6ant differences were found . 
' (t'=l.66, ' P.>.OS) ·. 
. . 
It was also found that testing w1th. a sibling_ or non= 
. . 
sibling ·had 'ho effect on yege·t~t-ion -preferences. All chicks 
~ :, . .. . 
in bot:~ gro~ps r-elocated in the same· vegeta_tion type as the 
one.in which they·were captured. 
• <0 : f 
Discussion ~ . 
. . . 
" \.., 
,, 
.'The d'ata suJ?po:r.:t the hy~thes~s ·that ~ocial. stimul~~ion 
o-- ~ • .... ~ ,~., _ •• r 
·p~ovided by other - chicks serves ~sa cu~ for·nest site 
. P' ! . . . ... . . • 
rec6gnitionr' ~ diff~rential ' effect of ~ibling and non-
·-
sibling stimuiation was . ~ound; Chicks were found closest 
. . 
to the nest w.hen -siblings w~r~ pr~sent at tpe nest. site. 
Non-siblings 1 on_ the ~her hand 1 ·appear to. adve:rsely. af~ec.t . 
. . 
this behaviour since chicks were farthest from ' the nest when 
,.. 
~on~siblings were · prepent a~ the nest -site . 
How. chicks· perceive the conditions at the nest s i te 
- . ' 
from· .the. relea·se poin.t is· an inte r e stin9 pro~leiJl. On a 
') I .. 
. \ 














majority of test tri~ls·~ no voc~li~aticin by stimulus ch~cks · 
.. l\ f 
was evident to the experfmenter 1 which impli~s that auditory 
' 
stimuli fr.om other· ·chicks ~ere· ·no_t being ·used~ It is also 
' ' 
unlikely that test chicks co~ld see stimulus chicks -10 m. 
away since the ~at~er usu(lly hid ~ the ne~t vegetation. 
In the case of non-siblin~at the nest, it may be that 
parent gul:ls perceived aerially the chang_f! in the nest 
f 
situation and communicated a disturbance to their chicks . 
. , . 
This would accoun~ . for the dif~erence betwee~ non-sibling 
I . . I' 
and no chick conditions,· since 'in ·the latter p~rents . presum-
• • I jj • " • 
a?ly would not :be as disturbed. : That such· a reaction by 
. 
pare~t gulls to strange nest condition~ may occur appear~ 
->" . ' . 
1 plaus1ble as .results in -Experimen~indicate . . · 
' • t;,. 
Althoug~ s6cial·~tirnv1at~on ddring tes~ing did 'n6t 
• 1: • • • • 
seem to enhance nest' returns 1°' it did appear to facilitate 
' J . 
nest r~turns . ac~ording to .the · conditions at the nest. This 
. . . 
is E7Vident in the interaction· of nest· and . test condition's on 
' . . 
.. 
response speed. · In ·a dist~rbed situation such as . ~on~ 
siblings at ~he ne~t, s6cial sti~ulation facilitates · t~e 
" ' 
.. -~e-.spon:~ . p~r.h.aps ... :~: r~d,?cip: !ear·, or a~xiet~ p~d ·by .t~-e 
disturbance. Undel normal 'conditions of siblings at tfue 
. . '\ . ~ 
n~st 1 however I .social . stimulation ap"pears · to inhibi t nest 
4 ,_, 
\,.. . I \ '\. 
return evident in· individual testing. Recent studies by 
• • . • ' \1 
Hogan. & Abel · (1971) support 'this arg•ument. They ' dernonstrated . 
• , b . 
. . . 
th~t the presence of"social companions r educes f e ar in an .. 
unfamiliar environme nt and that· the visua~. stimuli provi~ed · . 
by chicks are' o f primary importance f~r f e ar re~uction ~ ~ 
~ . . 
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These authors found si.milar d~fferences between "individually 
versus · socially. tested chicks. However; they found no 
' ' . 
·.difference:;. be_tween sibling, a.nd non-s·i_bling stimulation. 
This dispatity wi~h :the pre~ent ~esults may be -due to a ' 
~species difference or to. the,differences in the experimental 
· situations: ,. For example, these author~ used 
' . 
reared animals -and tested in the labora~ory wnile . th 
~ • • I 
used animals reC};lt':ed ~nd 'tested in a . fiel_~ · situation . . : 
Data' on older ~hicks also indicates a .differeritial 
effect according to sibling and non-sibling s~imulation. 
f . . .-' . , 
The presence of a c.ompanion sibli~g during testing seemed to 
·""'- ~. 
inhibit :¢:'e;turn to .. the nest ' while the presence of a_(n_on-
. . 
sibling .stimulated retu~n ,. to the nest. This _be]1av.iour would 
.. 
. h~ve an adaptive funetion ,_, ke~ping ch_icks away.. fJ;om .. potential 
. . ' 
. .predators .and' 'clos.e to the nest in any 'ul'i~sual 




by soci~l compani6ns, at least o~~e t~ey are · develo~~d.o A~l 
c_hi'?kS relea'sed · witl'\ a non.;.sibling reloc.ated in, the · pr~ferred 
. _vegetation regardless of whe;re the non-sibling went. This 
. . . 
• 
il; '.consistent: w .. i.th Bongio~no's (1970} ·ar~ument that nest 
. ~ \' 
. . 
site selection in adult gulls ·is strongly dependent on their · · 
' • . r 
p ' . 
· ..... 
response tQ. ... .':the habitat w1 th social f?ctors· playing a 
. , 'l >: • • • • 
seconda.ry role., It appea+s that . social stimulation is an 
.. . 
important f .aCtOr ~n young ChiCkS I att·a,chment to · and reCOg...,. 
• I ~ • • • ' j • o l 
ni ti.on . or the nest site and· i:ts .effect varies with sibli:r:g 






















,J.~'.... . . 
Effect: of Rearing and Testing Conditions 'en .. .-'. 
. ... , ... 
. Nest Site Reco.gnition and Attachment in Herring Gull Chicks 
+he effect of.social stimulation· on hest site 
attachment and recognition . may vary according to the rearing 
If' I 
experience . of young. This would' seem . pa~ticularl~ liKely 
. . 
.. 
in view o~ the factlitatory effect o~·sibling over non-
.. ' . . 
sibling stimulation on nest site r:turn ·noted in the prev·ious 
1f'" 
' . ' I I> 
exper1.meni:. Evan~· (1970a) has-investiga~ed the effec~·of 
social vers~s is~lat~ rearing and testing oiT home pen 
p~eferen6es in the laborator~.· He found no 0diff~rences 
6etween rearing conditions and the effect of t~~ting con-
-dit{ons was not·· clear · from his data. Aowe~er, since ~ 
.· 
(j 
r d , . . 
significant preference for the r .earing area;-was ·not demon- · 
. " , . 
·strated,. it 's'eems ~robable~at the . expeilm~·~tal re~b.ng 
situation did 1'\0t include the relevant stimulus di~nsions 
necess~ry for Gull · 
chicks. . This 
~r~ferenc~ ~~.ve'lopm~nt,[ in Ring.:_b,~lled 
~ould. account for the failqre ·to find clear 
.  
differences on rearing and testing con.di tions ••. s.ince it 
. , . . 
ti 
•(i 
has beP.n demonstrated .t ·hat social versus individual 
• 0 ·~ 
stimulation condition~ do have an effece bn nest siie 
() 
/ return~, . it ~eems reasonable t~propose that there .will be 
an effect o_f., sb.c,:L~l 'rearing or:• ~e·t~rns to t~e nest .. 
Therefore, tzthe present . ex~eriment · was d~signed tGl determine 
I 
' . ·.whether ; th~ effect of social versus iqdiv~dual te~tini 
• 0 ~ . 
conditions .on nest si t€ ;re't;urns· varied according to 
(, . ~ 
rearing 
. . . 
exp~~ ienc~ in neonatal Herr"1.ng Gull -.cl1i ~ks. · · ~ · 
•I 
1/ , 
·. l ! Q 
0 ' . 
• 
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Me.thod 
Subjects / 
. . . 
A ~otal. of 24 Herring Gull chicks was randomly selected 
~ 
from· the. study. s'ite on Little . Bell'" lsl·and, st> tha~ ·half we:r~ 
from 3-egg clutches and half were· from 1-egg clutches. Chicks 
I} 
were indiv~dbally mark~d. on t~e .day of hatc~~ng ·and the nesf 
' ~ ' . 
site location ~ecorded ~n the g~id rna~ of the island. ChicRs 
. . . 
. l • . . 
were :tested on Day 6· post-hatch and· assigned to· one of four 
. . -
' e~perimental conditions as presented ~n Table 23. 
\::, 
. ' . 
Table 23 . 
Experimental · oes~gh of Experiment 6 
. ~ 
'· 
~n(li,vi.dtial rearing Social rearing . 
. ·. --------~--------------~---------------~~------------~----~--------~ l ·o ·~.~ . . . 
Individual testing · N=6. 
,., 
Social t~sting N=6· q 
. • I , 
· ' 




When the chicks' -achieved testing -age, they were . removed . 
~ 
. ·from the . nest site' placed i:n the wooden . ~ryjmg' box 'previously 
' I t • • ' • 
. . t' . 
::described, . arid transport~d ZO iri. from the nest .. in ,a random 
direc-~ion Sind released·. - Movement latepcy (in. seconds) , time 
.. '. ,.... .. 
. moving (in seco.nds), .ori~ntat.l.on ·(i'n deg~e~s.· de~i anc::e fro~ 
·a stf'aight line to 'the 'nest) and final aistan-~e:· .froin t~e nest 
. . . 
(in meters) were· recorded. 
\) 
\ ' ·,~ . ....... 
.. 
. ..... 
Testing. was terminated ~hen the 
I I 













chick was within one· meter of the nest site or was imm0bile 
' l 
. .. . \ . 
.f.or 10 minutes. ' Social testing followed the same procedure 
" ,. 
except ·that . chic~~ were tes~ed in groups of two, so ·that 
\ ' _, . 0 Al'l :three. pairs we're' tested' in each social condition. 
\ 
chicks w~re returned to the c·~llec;=tion poin1;- after tes'ting. 
Results 
The means and standard deviations for ali dependent -
m~asures are presented in Table 24. . I, 
Latency. An F max test for ' homo.gen~ity ·of vari_an~e· 
. . . . . 
' 'of lat~·ncy was signiffcant (F max=l40G'; 26 ,· P. <. OC)l) . . · Latency 
~~ . ' ' ~ 
was then transformed· into response . ~peed using~ reciprocal · 
IJ transformation. Analysis. of variance showed n'o significant 
.. 
differ:enc'es on <G!atency (s~~ Appendix, -Tables 36 & 37) • 
. 
·However, a signifi?ant main eff~ct o~ testing was fo~nd on · 
I • 
. f' 
re,sponse speed (!i'=B.21, P.<!Ol). A-=summary· of this .analysis· 
is ·presentea inJable 25. Chick~ tested· i~dividuatly had . 
a higher-·response' ··speed (X=. a's) than did chicks tested -~ I ' 
"' I ' • • • 
racially (X=. 36), re~ardless '?,f rea.ring 'conaftions: .. . . 
_ \ ' Time Moving.. An F · max test for " homogeneity of 
variance of time moving was not s).gnificant (F ·max~S. 32, ""'-. · ·· • 
J . ' ' 
. 
~ .• >.05). Analysis of variance showed no significant differ~ 
• I Q 
(P 
.ences ·among groups on time .moving~ _ 
"' 'An F max test for ho_mogenei ty of o Orientation. 
ya_rianae w_as· not signiJi~ant, (F maSC=12'. 5~ ~· .. P. > .•• 05 )· • . Anql<ysis 
• • • I • t ~ • . ; • 
of variance, reveale~ . no ·~ignif·icant .. d~fferen·ces among groups 
, . , . l' 
on · initial orientati6n (F=.53 ; .. ~~~.05). ~ 
.. 
,<;) } '. · 
0.: 
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· .jT,ahle 24 . 
. , ~~· . 
'· ... . . ' .. 
... . . 
Means and 
. . )·~_.~-~~.~; 




Speed'), ~~itial OF~_~ntat~bn , .• ; time MoV:i.~g , · and Final Distance ·. 
from the _: Nest, Experiment 6 '· 
'. 
'. 




. Mea~ur'e \ 
Response· Speed' • :X = 
. . 
_. (in . se~tnas· ) .. S;D.= 
Orientatidl:l 
, .. 
(in degrees·) s.l:r 
Time Moving X = 
(i.n ~econd~) S.D.= 
1 ·Distance · X = 
~ 
(in meters) .. 
· I 




(in secondl:) )· 
S.D.=.· 
X= 















• 52 . 
Reared 
Socially 





_74. 3~ / 
26.75 . 
13.67 




22:50 . 00.00 
. ' 
Orien tati<;>n X = 
.. 
24.65 00. 00· .. Testing (in degr·ees) S.D. = 
Socially 
39.~o · : . . .. 82.17 Time ·'Moving . x ; . 
• v· ' 
t , • , • 
: (in seconds) S.D.= 53 .• 81 '. . ,39. 46 
; " 
..... 
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. ", .. ~. .. .. . 
' ·· · ~ ..... 
;.  
:. ~ '· 
. ... ~:. ·;.-'--.:....~ 0 .. .. ~· ... 
Taole 25 ···· .. ·:· ... ... . 
. - .. . .. 
·. 
... : • • ' /j ' ' I : · ' ' " " ' ' ' ~ 
Summ?-rY qf ·An.alysis of. Var-ia~ce of . Resp~nse :speed, · Experim~nt· 6 : ... . , ... .-
y ' · 
·I .. 
0 
Source df ss MS F . p .' 
,·:,,·· .;r 
' 
.. . . Re~r ing Cond~ tion 
. Testing .condition 
R X- 'I' · 
Error 
.. , 
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3.5500 - . 
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1 ·,,. : .. 
N.S~ 
.01 
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Final Distance. An· F max test fqr hom?geneity of 
':) ' . 
-
variance was not significant (F ~max=2.70, .J?.>.'OS) • . No · 
~igni~ i'cant di1fe_re~ce.s 
distance in an·alysis. of 
. . 
were_ :t:oqnd arnon.g :~goups _on final 
J 
variance (F=2.67, P.>.OS) .. 
.. . ,{(/. 
11 
Discussion 
Results, in terms 6f response speed, i_ndicated that 
i:nqividual testing leads to a stronger ne_st site attachment 
, .. , r? . c, 
response than does social testing regardless of rearing. 
' ~ _· . . 
exper ie~ce. Presence of soci-al companions during testing 
,. . ' · 
leap_s to .a d _e.crease in nest returns. Recent data ·reported_by 
~ ·tJogan & Abel (1971) on the effect of .social and isolate_ r~aring 
. . 
and testing on response to famil\ar ahd unfamiliar environ-:- 11 
ments also indi-cate _decreased _ response ·in soc_~ally t~ste.d V 
birds regardles_s· of ho\i they are .re·ared. The .authors inter-
1· preted 'these results to· be . a result of the inhibition of fear 
by the_. presenc-e of social ·compani?ns • . Results of the pr.esent . 
• 
experiment are co~patible with that ' view~ 
. . . 
-No significant rearing effect :was ·found in this· .. 
experi-ment. Evans· {1970a) also failed to find a · ·rearing 
t ' I \.1 4 1 .CJ •• 
. . 
differenc::e between_ social~y and indi vi.dually ~ar'ed Ring;-billed' 




Gull chicks. Hogan & Abel (1971,) also did l)ot find a mail) 
effecj:. of -rearing .aithough they did report _that _socially 
. . . , ' . . 
·· · reared domestic chicks that were .te§te~ ;individu'ally.· differed· 
. . ' 
· from other groups by chang~s ~n preening, calling, pecking, 
... ·. . I . 
_and sleeping; These studies indicate tnat socic3.1 versus 
. . 


























83 . f 
on preferences f ·or a rearing. area. .. 
- 0 . 
It may~ be, however, -t::hat· the failure to fipd rearing 
differences is related to methodological problems,· at least 
' . . 
. . 
in th~ pre.sent study. It may be. argued that 'se1~cting chicks 
. . . 
' 
from natu.ral one-e~g _ cl~t'?he$ irrtroduces a · po·s .s i ble genetic 
. 
or parental behaviour bias since -one-egg clutches ?Ire rare 
• ' , • 'I 
. . 
~ ~rnong Herring G~ll~ . However, this does not .seem likely since : ~ 
. no. differences .were ·found between individually .and social·ly 
• ' , I • 
1 
" ~ · '~ " " 0 
reared chicks whi<ah should b.e evident· if, l:.here were genetic. 
. . 
·or behayioural differences~ 
. " " . 
A furthe~ problem arises l;>ecaus'e in~iv±dually ~eared · 
- chjrcks were ~t ~xper~mentally · ·i~o;t.ate~l. Such chicks were 
reared ·normally at the nest,· where interactions with parents 
r . 
occurred and where social companions· could be seen and heard 
. . .. . 
' . 
from~ neighboring nests. Hence, individually · reared chicks . 
; ~ ~ ' ' ' , f> • ,~! I • 
w'ere deprj_ ved.''only' of· inter:action · with siblings. Tl(e. eff~ct 
• • . . ' !" • • ' • • ~ ~ 0. • . ~ " . w • 
of' t:tie abse.nce 'of -sibeli~gs during. individual :te~ring" may well . 
, ' " I 
have been· ·counteracted by the presence of 'parents and other. 
birds in; the' nest .colony. For . this reason, in~:iivl.du.ally 
' I • ' • ' • ' 11 ' • 1"".;t" 
reared chicks may not 'have · differed gr-eatly from socially .' · 
• ' • II If • 
. . 
reared chicks .t,hat ·had contact with. s~blings . _ Similar circum-
·.--· . 
. - . 
stances would apply to socially rea-red _ch~cks tested alone. 
• • .. • • • , . ·~ I' 
. . . 
· These · chicks were not isolated ·but tes.ted ·with sib~ings 
' . . 
remaining - at the nest., site. 
I • • • 
Isolate -conditions in this 
e.xperiipent, the!l ·, .may be somewhat cq~f~,u~ded . . bY tfieal:tempt 
Th.t.s· 
• 
, to test und~r· the na'turai conditions· of .the nest site. 
1-' 
may aqcpu.nt ' for "t;he :t:ailure to find r e aring di fferen ces and 
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o .. '. 
•. t. 
the ;E~i.lure t9 find differences ·.on the . oQtheJ:" dependent 
measures . . -Howeve:J;, th~ 'i:esul ts. are, for the ·same reasons, 
" ·· . 
more·. representative of- what does ·occur under natural co.ri-
"' . ~~ 
'\"('• 
dit'ion·s. of the nest colony. Furthermore,· if parental and 
• • ' I ' 
'dmspecific. stimui'ation co~pen~ates for siblin~ stimul:atio~., . 
'this ·would support the original cont.en~ion tha;t social 
; ~s -'· important ~ stimul_ati6n an facto~ in nest site attaqhment. 
.. 
General o·iscussion.: 
. • ' 
: 
Stereotyped habitat prefer_~nces 'evident in tl:).e _ 
I I ·~ 
behaviour of gulls have -be.en hyp~thesized to hav~ anteceden:t~ 
' ' ' I .. • ' 4 • 
. . ~ \ 
. in chick behaviour. ~})us ~1;1~ pre fledging pe.riod · may . be · 
" ' .. • . . . . 'lr 
imp9rtant in est?J.blishing habitat 'bonds' (Klopfer & Hailman ,~ 
. ' . 
196~). ~hLs investig~t~on was desi~ned . ~~ - tes~ the above 
' ~ • I I • ' 
.. hypot~esis . an.d to e;~ine the de~elopm~n:~ of ne.sting- h~bi ta!-
.. 
rebo.gni tion . and preferences as _a function · of habitat'· and · ., 
soci.al · s~im~ in_ :n~o~ata~ He~.r~ng Gui~ chic~s .- fl'he initial : ~ · 
experiment stup'ied .'~he· daflY devel~pmen~· of nest site. pre.ference_ 
during the ~irst 'weeK p~st . .;hg.tch and w.e~k'ly ~evelqpment. utitil 
I "' ' • 
fledg-ing·. The . test' procedure~ which· was e sse1,1t;ially the.· . . . 
- ·. . .~ 
- '• r. 
same ·for .aLL' experiments~ .cons·i :sted of r eJ,.oca:tin_g_. ch'icks 2 0 
. i • .0. - • oo 
• . •. . I 
nest an~· recor¢iin.~ t~e chick' s - movemeri t :·. meters froin the 
iate~cy _, : time moving, initfar· orieht.aticm · r~lative to the 
' · . .. · , ~ • · : r . - , · · '' ~ 
nest . and· 'final distance ·froYn the nest. Se·veral experiments 
c.o \~ r . . . • , . \. . . . . 
. . . . . . . . ' . . , .. 
ex~~nea .the importance of· vision and t~e use o~ . landrn~r~s _ 
. ;: 
. . 
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.,. .. " .k ) " 
"by other chicks _in nest _site a:ttachrnent ·and rec;;ognitipn. 
; ' .. f .,, , 11 
The hy~othesis th~t Herring Gtill. chic~s ~evelop ·ag 
' ,· ' . . ~· 
, . 
. attachment tb 'the nest. site .ar~'a during ti{e first week . 
· post-hatch was supported ; by Experiment 1 ·. Chicks exhibited 
. 0 . 
·an attachment to the nest site ~hich was opti~al on Day 6~7-
. ' , , .. . . - , 
The ~ypothesis that nest site attachment wou~d - wane aft~r 
.. 
recognition of 
pos~7-hatc_h ~i.th _th_e onset of 'reciprocal_. · · 
.. • • • ... •t • 
p~rents ahd young was also supported b~l ithe 
. . . 
-;, 
. . 
· the f ir·s·t wee]\ 
fir_st ·.experi-~ent. .. Weekly relo~ations of chicks. until · 
,.:J, r • ~ 
. . . 
fledging revealed' that- chic'ks were 
y -
nest with increasing 'age. 
. ' . 
,. . 
"' 
fr:om the . .. The ev1dence o~·chick 
. . 
preferences for the ·p~st siti ~upport t~e notion that a4~lt . 
. . . 
., 
hab.:i,.'tat prefere~c~s ·may b~ :es'tabl.i-~ed · du~i'~g the p'refledcjin·g 
. . . . . \ ~ . 
• • "" ' I • .,. • !) ' 
period; · .. ,such preferences may account for ·tl1'e return of 
• -f"' ' I' 
: ]llany bird-~ to their Jatal colonie's for ~nesting (Beer, ·1966; . . ·_· . 
. ' 
0 Bon~orno, 1970; LeReche & Sladen, 1970) . ·. _L~ng te~m:st~d.ies 
.. q, .. of ~~~~ks from hatching ·to the fi·~~t._n~sti~g - ~7-C:s~n i~ ~hi'ch ' 
=t--:. ·. cl)ick nest site pr~ferences ~re· correlat;eiq· 'with. adult : pre- ·. ·,,. 
- \.~ ~e;-en,c¢s for -~ - ~eating. area :·~9uldc test· t_~i-s poss.~biorltY:- · _ .. . ··· 
' ', .: , I " • • 
. ·· Early nest site ·att~hrnent · appears · to be established· 
. / . - . ~ ·: -~ .: . . . . . . . . ~ ~ . . 
through rearing in a ' pa~ticular area~ ' chi cks reared in 
' 4 . . . . . . . • . .. 
. ·foster'· nests _from_ eggs ·showed the same prefe_ren·ces; fo.r the-
. I , 
0 
'J , . 
.. , , . ~ 















J 86 ~ ·I 
~ " 
.for vegetation characteristics similar to those of the 
' . 
:. rearing· area- stipport the . sugge~t~on that hab~ t'at · _pref~renc~s 
. "' 
may be e~tablished ~hrough env~ronmental imprinting (Thorpe, 
1944; 1945; Collias, 1951.; Hilden, 1965}_ in 'that s~me form 
of expos'ure learning seems to.be involved. Studies similar 
. . 
to those done.to. investi~at~ imprinting to stationary objects 
I • • • . I 
- .(He~·s, 1959; Gray·;· 1960; Bateson, "'1966; ·Bateson & Reese, 
.1969) u~ing :vegetatfon cqaracteristics as stimuli could' be 
don·e to assess ·this possibility. On~e es1(ahlished, such 
-nest site ~refefe~ces could be s~rengthened by the.reinforcing 
·events at the nest site, such as ieeding,.-shelter, pr~teciion­
from predator·s, social stimulation, et-c. 
Stimulus properties ·of ~the nest site - ~ituation whi.ch 
.appear to be· important in the pevelopment' of nest site 
.... . 
preferences are vegetation ·topog~aphy, and social stimuli 
, l . • .. 
provided by other cpicks. Chicks were found to discriminate 
. l 
betw~e~ vege~ation types antl prefer the vegetation ~ype , 
surrounding the nest~ Moreover, although preferences for 
. . 
' . t?e nest site, per ~' wan~ .. with age, preferences . for the 
nest site vege~ation apparently ' rpmain constant,~ an~ chicks 
restrict ·their activity to areas of _similar vege,tation to. : 
that of the nest 'site. These vegetation preferences may be 
·. ' 
one fact'or accoun~ng ,for · the stereotypy of habitat prefer- .... 
' 
ences J?.Oted· in, gulls. Furthe.rindre, such stable vegetation 
,. 
preferences support the enviro_I1lnenta1 imprinting hypot he-sis 
. , 
as being the mechanism of attachment. To determine the 
relat~on between early vegetation pr.eferen,,s of chicks and 











late~ nest . site • se;ection 1 th' Ve~:et<AtiO~ preferenCeS Of • 
.. . ' .... 
'Ch:i,cks COUld be• correlated· with vegetat:i:on character~stics . 
... • '"" ,. • • t:l ... .. • 
chosen by the same chicks during -the~r first nesting ~eason. · 
• \ • • 4 • .. .. • ._ ~ '-: 
Sibling stimulation was .. .found to 'be superior to nod-
- ' . 
sibling stimulation. in Experiment 5 : • . S-iblings at' .the nest-
. . 
." · ~uring testing seemed to enhance nest site att_achment, while 
... 
(J 
non-s-iblings - at the nest during testing decreased nest ' ' f .. 
. . 
returns . However, testing sibl~gs .together ·as compared 
to - is~late testing d~creased ~est retur~s. Hogan & Abel 
(i971) found · s:i,.milar differeriqes' -bef.ween _ social and individual 
. . 
. . te~ting 1 arrd interpreted this dfff_erence as 'being indicative"-
of the inhibition of a fear response by. the presence of· 
<,j 
· soc,ial co~panions during testipg. It appears, then, that 
. ~ 
'sibling_s .may serv'e as a mb.tivating stirhulus in 
. . ' II Cl I . nest site 
' ove~ride-the ne~t preference attachment and may 
I I - - \ 
response 
• - -
when present during. testing. .~he latter effect indicates 
' I 




· Cues used in nest site recogni tio'n, ·fich seen\ to be 
the sam~ for y~ung and adults, _include vegetation cues, 
landmarks ·and social stimuli . !t was demonstrateq in 
Ex per imen t -. 3 that laridmar:ks are·. among the cues used by ,. ' 
'Herring Gull chicks to recognize th~ ~e~t site. Tinberg;J 
·(1953) has reported that ad'U:lt Herring Glflls use landmarks 
---4 . ; - . . 
· to . locate the nest site. In both cases suc~ · landrnarks were 
0 • • 
distinguishable from the background which indic~te( that . 





















' . .6 
. . 
no conspicuousness differenc~s were found . in·. this - study •. 
trhis failureFwas most ~ike·l~ due to th~ lack of 'diff~rent~ 
iation across .conspicuous levels, which could ' be _easily._ . 
. . . . ... . 
'· 
corrected by· . including a' s;timulus Y~hich ..,:_'as n,ot dis'tinguish-
. I 
able ·from · tli'e.tbackqround v~get~t_ion or by .levelling an area 
. . . . 
to en~ure that no consp~cuous objects were available. ' ' 
;, • o - I ~ ~ ~ ' • 1 
Vegetation type · was al~o found to be an important. · 
' ,. . ' . 
cue ·used by Herri_!lg Gull chi~9> 'in n~s_t _site·_. ~ecog~ition:. . ' 
Correi~tional ·data from Ex0periment 1 -showed that cpicks were 
. ... ,.... ' 
. ' . ~ . ~ 
found an~ relocated in ~egetatibn similar to that. of'the-
• • q< - ... • • 
nest site area. ~similar use of vegetation cues has peen 
.. 
• 
reported by Bon·g~orno·. ( 1970) ·for' ac;lul t Lau<J\;.ing Gulls and 
. . 
• by- Anderson (1971) f _or Prairie Chi'ckens. Vegetation he~ght : 
(i 
l • 
al1c:1 . density may' also b'e used a~ cues in nest site recogniti~n. { . 
.. 
,· Experiment. 2 revealed that chiCks deprived_ of vision co~ld 
0 1 • • . 
successfully ·relocate in vegetation qf the same height aqd 
' ' ., 
- · _densi t-f~ ·as that of the co~lection point. This s-uggests that 
auditory and tactile cues rna¥ be used in conjunction with 
vi~ual ~,?es •· . f!owe~e.r, · chi1s did. not rel~cate 'in •the same 
.· yegetat1.on type ~or . were th y able to relocate. the. nest -' site : 
• . II : . 
It seems that for. t~ese functions -visio~. is heavily relied.' . . · 
· upon, at least in 
I 
visually experienced 'animals. The pr_e-:-
. , ~ .. 
·potency __ of visual stimuli in preference deve~ent is also · 
. 
. indicated ·by the fact · th~t ~isually imprinted stimuli can 
. 
facilitate the acquisition of an auditory discr~rnination 
.. ~ \ . ' 
. ~ .. 
(Evans, 1972): .and· can act as reinforcers in imprinting · 
• 0 ,.J 
I 
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. , . \. . . 
necessary . to nest 'site rec<;>gni;.-~on :r;ec;I~:/-.r~s furth~r study •. 
. . 
· ·.' -·~try _well b~ t~.a~ ~isual.J.y naive qnirnals . can use other . 4 " • 
sensory rnodali ties to successfully locate the nest· area. 
J, • • • .• ' . 
' • . . . . 
Thi's · is ' quite 'fea?ible .(n.-view of · the ~esponse of blindfolded ~ 
. . .. . . 
- . chicks to. hei_ght ~nd 'ciensi ty ~'spec~'s of . vegeta·~ion and 'the 
o o 0 ) L C o 
. ' . ..-
fatt that gull chicks can recognize siblings (Evans, 1970a) 
• . .. • tr' 
.. . " . 
·and parents (Beer I 1'969) using· some aud.:itory stimul~: -.. . 
., . . . . 
.. 
Social . condi_tio_n·s ,·at. the nest serve as cues in. nest· 
,t . I. .w , 
-
.site re~ogni~iort . . Expe_rirnent 5 showed·. that- other' chick9 at 
. . .... 
:::p::: :1:t . ::~:v:. ::.:i ::: :::n;::::. ::::;1 :~r .::· ::~f ;e · . 
apparently he'ar st1: ulus chicks at ·the nest, , it is like'ly 
t- ...., • \..r . 
. . . tha~ parental stimula~ion i ·s also invo:J_ved. 'J;'he r _eaction 'of 
~ r parents to hooded chicks in Experiment 2 shows that parents 
, . 
cir~ ·aware of obanges ~hat occ·u·r .. in the : hest situation. . 
., . ' . . 
. . ·- . 
·Parental vocalization could.' th~n influence chick r~cogrlitiof,l 
- . • I • ' 
of the.-.nest sit_e,_ at. le?ist when nest conditions are altered, 
. such as . 'Y7hen _strange · chicks. are placed at the nest . . TC! .. 
.- assess the role ·Glf parental stimulation, marked adults could .. · 
';) · . ... ~ ' . ~ · r ' . .. ·- . ' ' ::- . 
. be observed for vocali.zation, etc.. during t .esting· of their 
Chicks. - ~lso 1 a , ~Ontroi ·~r~c~d.ure. in wn,ic~· ~~ren.ts ·-~~e JlOt 
i~, the.· v£cinity · of ttie nest or are qaptured ·duri_ng, tes~ing, 
f) 
-could _be comp_ar~d to ~~sting 'with parents 'iti the vi~inity_. , · . · 
, .. 
;' ; 
of te'sting. ,.· I 
• ' 
In C?nclus'ion, the data · suppo_r -:t. t~ · hypoth.esis , that. · . 
' . 
Herring Gull 'chicks · develop 'an attac·hrn-ent to t~e ·ne'st ~ite 
- Ii 
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. -. . 
' . . ' " pt~fere~ce ~an~s - durin~ the fol~owing we~ks ·uritil fl~~g~ng~ 
Chicks . o,f .aii' age~ .:.show a preferenc!= for vegetatioi?- areas 
similar tb th~est site ·area • . Nest _s . .it'e pref~etfces seem 
to b'e ecotyp.ically controlled and. it . is likel,y that pre-
.- . 
. ......:__....- . 
fer~nces are established through,some f~rm of envirorlmental · 
iinprinting . al)d .strengthened. by the rel:nforcing ' e'\7e~ts that 
. . . .. . ~ .. . 
: . . . ·.' ~ . . ; 
oc.cur at.· the :riest . site\ Stimuli control1i~g · 1?-est site . 
.. ' . '• t • :; . 
preferences in~lud~ vegetation·characteri'~t:lcs and social 
stimuli:-' Lanc:Im~:\s ·, social stirnul.l. . pr~v.ided by ·~ i-~J.ings ,_ 
·and veqetation characteristics are also ~ong the . cue~ used' 
. . . 
· ~n<ne,st site 'recognition.. Fu~ther ·s ·ttidy <;>f these · fa~tors 
• 
is required tb determine more p~e9is&ly 
. ,. . . . . ' ~ 
· developrnen.t . of ha~n tat pre~erences .. 
u 
. . 
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Li:st . o.f Plant Gen~ra Found on Li~t~e:~ell Islan.d 





;Kalmia · .. ', .. 
·' ;. 
. . 
\. b Hers · 
.. 
Gra~~es, · ·.s·edges -~ · . Moss·es '· · · 
and .aushes·· and Licaens 
' · ' ..  
.. i 
,-· · · PQlytrichum .. Prenanthes · . · Festuc9- "·-
I 
Solidag6 . 





M<ii an themW}l 





. ~ . 
· e::·alamagrostis 




• •• ' 4 
. H1.erac1.um 
tar ex Pleurozium · Led~·- -.: ~-~si~achia 
/ . . - . 
· . :-. ··· . Cham~~aaphne · Abhille?:. . _Juncus 
' • . ., • .. .. •. • ••. • <" a :.. ... •. .' • 








1\runus> _:: ·) : ._· F~'e~~ri~. · , ' . Eriophor~rn 
" -~ .. 




Rhodendron Rumex· Ceratadqn 
'. t.' . ' 
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' . . Tal;>le '2.( . 
( ' 
. ·~eans _and' Standard .Deviat.ions of· LAt~ncy and ,Tran~formed Tiine 
• , 0 • • dt (.) • 
, 
Moving for: Chic~s Tested dur~ng -the First Week Post-hatch, 
. . . : . ; . -
· · Age Group 
·. 
. . 






Day 3 · 
Day 4 ~ 
Day , 5 
Day 6 · 






, X = 
·.S.D.= 
. ·-






' - S.D. ==' 
" -





































Time Moving (Transformed) 







. . 67 .-
. ) 1.38 
0 






· l. 73 . -
a . ' · 
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Table 28' 
summary of ~n~l~jis of Variance o,f Late11cy for Chicks tested 
during the First Week Post-hatch; Experiment 1 
~ 
/ 
so·urce df F p 
· ) 
Age· 6 849080 141513 0 6. 3-0 • QdOl 








. . . ""' 
'l;'al;>le .IJ9 
.... , I 
-. 
. - . ''~ 
I ' • ' 
··sllii1111ary. of Anal'}'S~~ of Varian.ce of Time.. Moving (Transformed) 
' . I . ' • ' • for · Chick~ t;est.ed during ~he 
• • • • ... ! 










··Ti ~rror. .. 
.. 
' 








16 •. 75 
28.·58 








... .. tl ( • 
2.79 
.37 
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'Table 30 ' ..-": 
\ .. Number· of_ Chicks Relocated During Weeks 1-5 
• 
.... _, , 
·J 
<X' ~ 
Chick weeK. '"2 
~~~'\/ " 0 
Week 4 Week 5 # week 1 ({~rk 3 
JN':.~~ 
·r .·. X · X X 
1 
X X 
·• 2 x' ' .. ·x .,~. x · .. x· r 
' 
. .. J 
3 .. X . - X X I Jl4,1!~ ·r-• ~J.}I 
4 X X , X X X 
5 X X · X X . x 
" ~~ . ~ r' . 6 X X . x· , X X 
7 
... 
· x X X X\ . 
. . 
0 ' 8 X x· X X .x 
\ . ·. 9 .x x. X X 
I 10 X ... x x' .·: X 
'\ .. I" . 11 ,-
'\ X X X .. 
12· ... X ·x X '-
.. 
-
. . L3 · X ·x X X 
( 
"' I 
"14# x x· · ·x: -~ x · X 
.. -
... 
. 15 X X x· X . x . 
~ :16 X X X . 
.. 
17 X X X X 
.. 
. I . 
18 X X X X 
•, .. . 
...... 
19 X X K X ·X 
" 
,)' 20 X X X .., 
" . ' 
. 
21 X X .· X 
. ·, 
., 
8 22· X X X 23 - X X .. X ~ . 
24 X JG X JV X ji! X - X X ,• X X X ~. X 
' ·) ~ I ' 27 • :• X . X X ' !.,. .. l '• 
:I· ' • ,. 28~ \ - ' ~ X X X . , . . I .. . ' 
':.· 29 X - . X ..: X 
' " ' I. . . ' Iii I ,, ! • • • ~ ~,.,~.~;;~ l,H 












Table 3 0 ( cont 'd. ) • 
.. 
Cbick # Week 11 Week· 2 Week 3 Week 4 week '5 
'• 
~ 3.0 x. X 
.· -, X •' 
31 x ... x · X ' . ; . 
, 
32 X X ·~·x X X 
.. 33 
, 
.. x . X . X X 
34 ' ·x X X .... 
'35 ?C X -· - - - ~ 
.. 
-'· 36 X K 
* , ~ 37 X ·X X 
38 ·' ~ " X X X .. 
.. .... 
39 ' ..... X X .x ; \ 
.. :- 1"""40 
""'' 
X , X - X 
41 X 
' -
X x . -
' 42 . ' 
. . 
X .X X -
43 .. --~ X X X .. 
,::) \ . 
~ 44 X X X 
"· 
45 X X ,• x · ... I · .~-46 X X · x - <J 
' A-
47 ..X 
• • ' • I ~ X x X _. 
. 48 X :·-.c X X ~ "\ ~- 4-~ {X 
-
... 'x X X 
~ 
·so X X X ... 
-51 }t 0 X X 
52 X X X X ~ 
. ·~ ~ ~~ • I • - X -x x; X ., 
-
< 
• ' 54 X X X X 
~5 ~ . x X 
. 
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.. • lt 
List of · varia~~e-~ in the:'. c6rre1a\i~~- Mat~i~ · for·, oai'ly:-tested 
Chicks 
. , 
1. ·· Initial ·distance f~qm the ne~t 
2. · Location ve~etati~n 
. / 
3. Locatioz:1 ·vegetation he.ight 
4. · · Location vegetation density 
5. Rel~a~e veget~ 
6. Release vegetation height 
7 . Release vegetation -density 
• 8. Latency 
9. Tirne . JUoving 
· 10·. · • initia~entaHo~ 
1.1.. " Final distance, from the nest 











-- Final ve:;t_a~~r _h~~ht _ 
FinaL vege~ation ·density 
I 
Temper a bure 
Wind ·speed · 
. . .. 
Precipita,tion · 
.....t: 




· : :; .. ~ . ' ··-
~ . .. 
.. 


















. ~· · . 
... . -.!. . ~-· 
L' ·: \ ,-
' ,i(P .. 




















. · ., 
.. 
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Table 32 · 
I • 
. .r ·.•· 
- ~ 
·- . ' 
-...-
Si.gnificapt Correlation Coefficients and : Probabi.lity . Lev~ls. .. 
, . . . . . ~ ·. ......._· . . . . ,. ' . ~ 
() \ • • • It/ 
.. 








!'; · Location veget'ati<?n hei'gh!= ·~a den~ity · rho= ·.53 
' 
2. Location · vegetation height · and . final 
veget'ation h'ei>ght .. 
3. Rele~se ve~etation ~eight and fi~a1 , 9 
vegetation height 
4. Latency . and·temperat~re 
5. ·. Final distance a.nd . final!' · vegetation · · 
_type · . 1 I ' ' • It· 
6. Temperc;:tture arid wind §1peed · ·: . 
. . 
~. . Sky _ co~di tion ·and tem.per a ture 
liP . 
8. 'sky condi tio;n and - location v~getat·ion 
·- t:xpe · · · · 
r • 49 
. . xy 
.... xy=:= • 34 
•' 
rho=- . 28 
r = • 57 
·XY 















9. · R~lease _ vegetation height and final · \ \ _.?.., . 
vegetation· density · ·o .• rho= . 32 . . Ol..O 
., 
10. R~lease .vegetation .density .and final ' 
. veget':ltion ·densi~y . ~-: • 010 
\ . 
~. 
... .. . 
. 
-r.:.- ' 
. , t.i .. 
.. . . . . 
·' . 
' . ·' 
-. •. 
·' 
. .~ . 





















0 • • 
... . . 
.. . 
. 
; · . 
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Table 33 · 
• )~~~ani! Standard Dev~ations of Lat~ncy, Time Moving (Tran~formed) 
·' 




Measure . . ' 
~ 
'• . Latency x := 
' 
(in se<:?onds) S.D.= 
: 
Tjsti~g , Time Movi~g X -
. ~ecdnds.) Indi v._idur·ly (in S . D.= 
Distance · ·X = 
~ . 
. ~ . 
( ip. meters) 
•~ f1 ' I 
La tency 
(in seconds) &.D. = 
' I~ 
Testing Time Mov.i:ng X = 
. , · 
Soc.ially ', {in seconds) S.D. = 
} · 
• 
" -Distance·. X = 
r . 
. . 
_( i n meters) · · S . D. := 
'" 
' . 




. 0 :. 
•• 6 
. 
















1 : 83 L54 
.27 . 76 
.61 ""-,1.1:3 
.25 .32 
46.67 0. 00 . 
57.50 0.00 












1. 8·a < 
• 34 . 



























~ummary of Analysis of Variance of· Latency, E~periment 5 
, , , Jt 
Source df ss MS' F p 
.... 
..-
2515.86/ '1.'00 ·Nest Condition -
' 2 5031.71 N.S. 
Test Condllion \1 '\1 140·. 03' 140.03 1. oo · N.S. 
' ' _.-1· .~ X T 6 
' 
-
2 12sss.·oo · 6277.52 2.03 N.S. 
... 






Summa~y of Analysis of Variance of Final.Distance ·(Transformed),\. 
· Ex per imen t 5 
' 
Source df ss MS F p 
Nest'Condition 2 1.1036 ' .5518 6.43 .005 
' . 
Test Condition ·1 .0;1.13 • 011,3 1. op N.S. 
N X T ' 2 .0779 .0390 1. 00 N .• s.4 
' 








































Latency, Experiment 6 













.' Socially (in seconds) S.D.= 2~ \ 
. ; 
\' . .. 








' . ' 
./ .. . ,. ' ., 
~·I"· 
.. 
. ~ ,' .,, :._. 




-R X T 
Error_ 
: ;' 




. ~ . 
df ss 
1 '6'666 ~ 62 




'MS F p 
' 
.. 6666 •. 62 1. ·oo N.S. 
•' 
J_. 71 , o.' 25349.90 N.S. 
. 1.~0 ' 10004.10 ' N. S•. 
14866.~0 
~ . 
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